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SYSTEMS, METHODS AND DEVICES FOR

COIN PROCESSING AND COIN RECYCLING

CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED
APPLICATIONS

[0001] The present application is a continuation of U.S.
application Ser. No. 16 /028,068 , filed Jul. 5, 2018 , which is
a continuation of U.S. application Ser. No. 15 /842,314 , filed

Dec. 14 , 2017 , now U.S. Pat. No. 10,043,333 , issued Aug.
7 , 2018 , which is a continuation of U.S. application Ser. No.
15 / 230,123 , filed Aug. 5 , 2016 , now U.S. Pat. No. 9,875,
593 , issued Jan. 23 , 2018 , which claims priority to U.S.
Application No.62/202,571 filed on Aug. 7, 2015 , incorpo
rated herein by reference in its entirety .
TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002 ] The present disclosure relates generally to systems,
methods and devices for processing currency . More particu
larly, aspects of this disclosure relate to self-service coin
iting and recycling coins.

processing machines and coin processing systems for depos
BACKGROUND

[0003 ] Some businesses, particularly banks and casinos ,
are regularly faced with large amounts of currency which
must be organized , counted , authenticated and recorded . To
hand count and record large amounts of currency ofmixed
denominations requires diligent care and effort, and
demands significant manpower and time that might other
wise be available for more profitable and less tedious
activity. To make counting of bills and coins less laborious,
machines have been developed which automatically sort, by
denomination, mixed assortments of currency , and transfer
the processed currency into receptacles specific to the cor
responding denominations. For example , coin processing
machines for processing large quantities of coins from either
the public at large or private institutions, such as banks ,
casinos, supermarkets, and cash - in -transit (CIT ) companies ,
have the ability to receive bulk coins from users of the
machine , count and sort the coins, and store the received

coins in one ormore coin receptacles, such as coin bins , coin
cassettes , or coin bags. One type of currency processing
machine is a redemption -type processing machine wherein ,
after the deposited coins and /or bank notes are counted ,
funds are returned to the user in a pre- selected manner, such
as a payment ticket or voucher, a smartcard , a cash card , a

gift card , and the like. Another variation is the deposit-type

processingmachinewhere funds which have been deposited
by the user are credited to a personal account. Hybrid

variations of these machines are also known and available .

[0004 ] A well -known device for processing coins is the
disk -type coin sorter. In one exemplary configuration , the
coin sorter, which is designed to process a batch of mixed

coins by denomination , includes a rotatable disk that is
driven by an electric motor. The lower surface of a station
ary, annular sorting head (or “ sort disk ” ) is parallel to and
spaced slightly from the upper surface of the rotatable disk .
A mixed batch of coins may be progressively deposited onto
the top surface of the rotatable disk . As the disk is rotated ,

the coins deposited on the top surface thereof tend to slide
outwardly due to centrifugal force . As the coins move
outwardly , those coinswhich are lying flaton the top surface
of the rotatable disk enter a gap between the disk and the

sorting head . The lower surface of the sorting head is formed

with an array of exit channels which guide coins ofdifferent
denominations to different exit locations around the periph
ery of the disk . The exiting coins, having been sorted by
denomination for separate storage, are counted by sensors
located , for example , along the exit channel . A representa
tive disk -type coin sorting mechanism is disclosed in U.S.
Pat. No. 5,009,627, to James M. Rasmussen , which is
incorporated herein by reference in its entirety and for all
purposes .

[ 0005 ] It is oftentimes desirable in the sorting of coins to

discriminate between valid coins and invalid coins. Use of

the term “ valid coin ” can refer to genuine coins of the type
to be sorted . Conversely, use of the term “ invalid coin ” can
refer to items in the coin processing unit that are not one of
the coins to be sorted . For example, it is common that
foreign (or “ stranger” ) coins and counterfeit coins enter a
coin processing system for sorting domestic coin currency .
So that such items are not sorted and counted as valid coins ,
it is helpful to detect and discard these “ invalid coins” from
the coin processing system . In another application wherein
it is desired to process only U.S. quarters ,nickels and dimes ,
all other U.S. coins, including dollar coins, half-dollar coins ,
pennies, etc., are considered “ invalid ." Additionally , coins
from all other coins sets including Canadian coins and
European coins, for example , would be considered “ invalid ”
when processing U.S. coins. In another application it may be
desirable to separate coins of one country ( e.g., Canadian
coins ) from coins of another country ( e.g., U.S. coins ).
Finally, any truly counterfeit coins (also referred to in the art
as “ slugs ” ) are always considered “ invalid ” regardless of
application.
[0006 ] Self -service coin redemption machines are used in
banking environments (e.g. , in patron -accessible areas ),
business environments ( e.g., armored transport services,
telephone companies, etc.), and retail environments, (e.g.,
convenience stores, grocery stores, etc. ). In operation , a user
deposits a mixed batch of coins into a coin tray of the coin
redemption machine. Coins are progressively fed into a coin
processing unit whereby the machine discriminates items
that are invalid , determines the value of the valid coins, and
outputs a receipt indicative of the determined amount. In
some systems, the receipt also indicates a second, lesser

amount, which reflects a commission charged for use of the
machine . In one example , a coin redemption and voucher
dispensing machine disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 6,976,570 ,
which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety,
receives bunches of unsorted coins, counts the total value of
the coins, and outputs a voucher or store coupon related to
the total amount, less a commission charge for the use of the
machine. Customers take the voucher/coupon to a cashier or
clerk for redemption , following verification of the authen
ticity of the voucher by the cashier or clerk .
[0007 ] Coin recycling historically required user-deposited
coins be pulled from circulation , shipped to a separate site
for sorting and authentication , then repackaged and distrib
uted for recirculation . Typically , coin recycling is performed
by privately owned and operated armored car services

(“ armored carriers ” ).Generally, an armored car carrier sends

out an armored vehicle to a number of different businesses,

some of which provide customers with one or more self

service coin redemption machines having coin receptacles
requiring pickup and processing . Once the armored car has
picked up all of the redemption machines coins and dropped
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off packaged coins according to the requirements of the
businesses, the armored car returns to the armored car carrier
where the collected coins are processed and repackaged for
delivery on subsequent routes . The armored carrier charges
a “ Deposit Pick Up Charge” for picking up the store's
deposit each day, including excess notes, coin and checks,
and a " Change Order Delivery Charge” for dropping off cash
(coin /notes ) needed by the store to fund daily activities .
There are further fees , for example , for the “ Currency
Furnished” ( e.g., $ 1.25 per $ 1000 ), “ Rolled Coin Provided
(per roll)” (e.g., $ 0.10 per roll ) and a “ Deposit Processing
Charge ” charged by the deposit processor (armored carrier
or bank ) to count and verify each deposit .
SUMMARY

[0008 ] Currency processing systems, coin processing
machines, coin processing units , and methods of processing
batches of coins are presented herein . For example, aspects
of the present disclosure are directed to disk -type coin
processing units and currency processing machines with
disk -type coin processing units. In some embodiments , a
self-service coin processing and recycling machine is pre
sented which denominates, authenticates, and off- sorts a
portion of customer -deposited coins into handheld , portable
coin totes or other receptacles that can be retrieved from the

machine and used by the host, either at the machine's
location or at another location . This allows the host to stock
currency coins without the need for paying an armored
carrier to retrieve, haul away and process bulk coin , and then
buying back coin from that same or a different armored
carrier with attendant service fees .

[0009 ] For some system configurations, the coin process
ing unit is provided with sorted exits for at least four
denominations of coins (e.g., penny, nickel , dime, quarter)
that are routed to respective containers. These containers

may comprise dedicated coin totes that are accessible via a
lockable drawer accessible at the front or back of the
machine. Once a given tote has been filled to capacity or a

predetermined amount of its denomination of coin , the
remaining coins of that denomination are sent to a dedicated
or mixed -denomination bin , e.g., for retrieval by armored
carrier. For at least some configurations, the system utilizes

a single mixed - denomination bin or dual mixed -denomina
tion bins. As an example , a dual-bin configuration can use a
conveyor belt to selectively move coins forward to a front
bin and rearward to a rear bin . The conveyor system can be
eliminated altogether on a single bin machine. Optional or

alternative configurations could employ a gravity feed tube
system to the front and / or rear bin .
[ 0010 ] In accordance with aspects of the present disclo
sure , various currency processing systems are presented .
One such currency processing system includes a housing
with a coin input area that is configured to receive a batch
of coins, e.g., from a customer or other user. The currency
processing system also includes coin receptacles that are
operatively coupled to the housing and configured to stow
processed coins. These receptacles include one or more
coin -recycling receptacles and one or more coin -depositing
receptacles . A disk -type coin processing unit is operatively
coupled to the coin input area and the coin receptacles to
transfer coins therebetween . The coin processing unit
includes a rotatable disk that is configured to impart motion
to a plurality of the coins, and a sorting head with a lower
surface that is generally parallel to and at least partially

spaced from the rotatable disk . The lower surface forms a
number of shaped regions that guide the coins, under the
motion imparted by the rotatable disk , to exit channels that
sort and discharge the coins through a plurality of exit
stations.

[0011] The currency processing system also includes one
body defining an input passage connected to coin -recycling
and coin -depositing output passages. The automated coin
chute includes a movable diverter plate that is configured to
selectively transition (e.g., pivot back and forth ) between
or more automated coin chutes, each of which has a chute

first and second positions. When in the first position , coins
received from one of the exit stations of the coin processing

unit by the input passage are redirected by the diverter plate
through the coin - recycling output passage to one of the
coin - recycling receptacles. When in the second position ,
coins received by the input passage of the automated coin
chute from the same exit station are redirected by the
movable diverter plate through the coin -depositing output
passage to one of the coin -depositing receptacles.
[0012] Other aspects of the present disclosure are directed
to self-service coin processing machines. In an example , a
self-service coin processing machine is presented that
includes a housing with a coin input area configured to
receive coins. A plurality of coin receptacles is removably
positioned inside the housing and configured to receive and
store processed coins. These coin receptacles include a
plurality of coin - recycling receptacles and a plurality of
coin -depositing receptacles. A coin processing unit is con
figured to receive coins from the coin input area, process the
coins, and output the processed coins through coin exit
stations. The coin processing machine also includes auto

mated coin chutes , each of which has chute body defining an
input passage connected to coin -recycling and coin -depos
iting output passages. Each automated coin chute includes a

movable diverter plate that selectively transitions between a
first position , whereby coins received by the input passage

from a respective one of the exit stations are redirected
through the coin -recycling output passage to a respective
one of the coin -recycling receptacles, and a second position ,
whereby coins received by the input passage from the
respective one of the exit stations are redirected through the
coin -depositing output passage to a respective one of the
coin -depositing receptacles.

[0013 ] According to other aspects of this disclosure ,meth
ods of processing and recycling batches of coins are dis
closed . As an example, one method includes : receiving a
batch of mixed coins in a self -service currency processing
machine comprising a coin processing unit that is configured
to authenticate and sort received coins, at least one coin
depositing receptacle, and a plurality of coin -recycling
receptacles , each of the coin -recycling receptacles being
associated with a single denomination of coin ; discharging

authenticated and sorted coins from the coin processing unit

through a plurality of exit stations, each of the exit stations

being associated with a single denomination of coin ; receiv
ing coins from each of the exit stations via one of a plurality
of automated coin chutes , each of the automated coin chutes
including a movable diverter plate that is configured to

selectively transition between a first position ,whereby coins
received from the exit station are directed through a coin
recycling output passage , and a second position , whereby
coins received from the exit station are directed through a
coin -depositing output passage ; discharging coins from the
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coin -recycling output passage of each of the automated coin
chutes into a respective one of the coin -recycling recep
tacles , and discharging coins from the coin -depositing out

put passage of each of the automated coin chutes into the at
least one coin -depositing receptacle .

[0014 ] According to yet other aspects of this disclosure,

coin -recycling systems and coin -recycling dispenser assem
blies are presented . In an example , disclosed is a coin
recycling dispenser assembly for sorting coins stowed in
coin totes into a plurality of coin containers . The coin
recycling dispenser assembly includes a housing with a
plurality of tote docking stations. Each tote docking station
includes a guide mechanism and a drive mechanism . The
coin -recycling dispenser assembly also includes a plurality
of tote docks coupled to the housing . Each tote dock is
rotatably mounted to one of the tote docking stations and is
configured to seat therein one of the coin totes. Movement
of each tote dock is limited by the guide mechanism . The
drive mechanisms of tote docking stations are each selec
tively actuable to rotate one of the tote docks back and forth
between a loading position , whereat the coin tote can be
placed in or removed from the tote dock , and a dispensing
position , whereat coins stowed inside the coin tote are
dispensed , one at a time, into one of the coin containers.

[0015] As another example, a coin -recycling system is
disclosed . In according to some such embodiments, the
coin -recycling system includes an electronic display device

that is configured to display information and user-selectable
options to users . An electronic user input device is config
ured to receive one ormore user selections to control one or
more operations of the coin -recycling system . A central
processing unit (CPU ) or processor is communicatively
coupled to the electronic display device and the electronic
user input device for control thereof. The coin -recycling
system also includes an assortment of hand -held coin totes .
Each said coin tote has a respective rigid tote body with a
wall defining therethrough a coin hole . A lid is attached to
the tote body and is configured to move back and forth
between a first position , whereat the lid covers the coin hole ,
and a second position , whereat the lid exposes the coin hole
such that coins can be passed into and out of the tote body.
The coin - recycling system further includes a coin till with a
plurality of coin chutes attached to a till housing and a
plurality of coin funnels stowed inside the till housing . Each
coin funnel has removably mounted at a narrow end thereof

a respective coin cylinder. Additionally, each coin chute is
configured to direct coins, under the force of gravity , into a

respective one of the coin cylinders through one of the coin

funnels .

[0016 ] The coin - recycling system also includes a dis

penser assembly housing with a plurality of tote docking
stations. Each of the tote docking stations includes a respec
tive guide track with a rotation stop , a respective motor
driven gear assembly , and a respective coin slot configured
to transmit coins, under the force of gravity , one at a time,
to one of the coin chutes. Juxtaposed on the dispenser
assembly housing is a plurality of tote docks, each ofwhich
is rotatably mounted to a respective one of the tote docking
stations. Each tote dock has a respective tote pocket that is

configured to removably seat therein one of the coin totes,
and a respective stopping shoulder configured to mate with
a rotation stop of one of the tote docking stations and thereby

limit rotation of the tote dock . Each of the tote docks also

includes a respective guide rail that is configured to mate

with a guide track of one of the tote docking stations and
thereby limit lateral movement of the tote dock during
rotation thereof. Each tote dock further comprises an auto
mated coin disk assembly that is configured to separate coins
received from the coin totes, and a respective toothed track
that is engaged with the motor-driven gear assembly. The
motor -driven gear assemblies are each selectively actuable
to rotate a respective one of the tote docks back and forth
between a loading position and a dispensing position. When
in the loading position , a coin tote can be pushed into and
removed from the tote dock . Conversely , when in the
dispensing position , coins stowed inside the coin tote are
dispensed , one at a time, from the tote dock , through the tote
docking station, to the coin till and into one of the coin
cylinders through one of the coin funnels .
[0017 ] Also disclosed herein are specialized coin contain
ers . In an example , a coin bag for storing a plurality of coins
is disclosed . The coin bag comprises an at least partially
transparent and flexible polymeric body. The coin bag body
has a first end with an opening configured to receive
therethrough plural coins. The coin bag also includes a seal
for securing close the opening in the first end. A second end
of the coin bag body has a frangible portion that is config
ured to be manually opened such that coins can be emptied
from the coin bag through the opened frangible portion . One
or more segments of the coin bag body may be opaque. The
coin bag body may be sized to fit in a single hand of an
average adult male .

[0018 ] An advantage of one or more of the disclosed
coin -recycling concepts is a reduction in carbon footprint by

utilizing reusable coin totes instead of cardboard coin boxes
and paper coin rolls , and by reducing fuel consumption
required to transport coins to and from multiple business
locations. Coin recycling , as disclosed herein , can also help
to reduce operating costs by: (1 ) reducing/ eliminating pay
ments to CIT companies for coin processing and for rolled
coin delivery ; ( 2) reducing/eliminating expenses associated
with CIT up charges for emergency coin orders and delivery
services ; and (3 ) allowing recycled coins to be shared among
stores/branches within an organization . Customers can also
enjoy an additional revenue stream by packaging and selling
recycled coins at a premium to consumers and local busi
nesses. Coin recycling can be leveraged for numerous coin
activities in many businesses , including vending machines ,
self-service checkout lanes , point -of-sale (POS) lanes, cash
tills, automated coin dispensers, etc.
[0019 ] The above summary is not intended to represent
every embodiment or every aspect of the present disclosure .
Rather, the foregoing summary merely provides an exem
plification of someof the novel aspects and features set forth
herein . The above features and advantages, and other fea
tures and advantages of the present disclosure, which are
considered to be inventive singly or in any combination , will
be readily apparent from the following detailed description
of representative embodiments and modes for carrying out
the present invention when taken in connection with the
accompanying drawings and the appended claims.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0020 ] FIGS. 1A and 1B are alternate views of a repre
sentative self-service coin processing machine in accor
dance with aspects of the present disclosure .
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[0021] FIG . 2 is an elevated perspective-view illustration
of a representative currency processing machine in accor
dance with aspects of the present disclosure.
[0022 ] FIG . 3 is an elevated perspective -view illustration
of another representative currency processing machine in
accordance with aspects of the present disclosure .
[0023] FIG . 4 is a perspective-view illustration of selected
components of a representative coin processing system in
accordance with aspects of the present disclosure.

[0024 ] FIG . 5 is a perspective -view illustration of one of

the coin bins of FIG . 4 .

[ 0025 ] FIG . 6 is a partially broken away perspective - view
illustration of an example of a disk -type coin processing unit
in accordance with aspects of the present disclosure .
[0026 ] FIG . 7 is an enlarged bottom -view illustration of
the sorting head of the exemplary disk -type coin processing
unit of FIG . 6 .

[0027] FIG . 8 is a plan -view illustration of selected com
ponents of a representative coin depositing and recycling
unit (“ CDR Unit ” ) in accord with aspects of the present
disclosure .

[0028 ] FIG . 9 is a perspective -view illustration of the base
plate , coin processing unit, coin -mixing manifold and one of

the automated coin chutes of the CDR Unit of FIG . 8 .

[0044 ] FIGS. 21A and 21B are perspective views of
recycling unit .
[0045 ] FIGS. 22A and 22B illustrate a top view and a

selected components of a representative coin depositing and

perspective view , respectively, of portions of a CDR Unit.
[0046 ] FIGS. 23A - 23C illustrate a top view , a perspective
view , and another perspective view , respectively, of portions
of a CDR Unit .

[0047] FIG . 24 is a block diagram of selected components

of a coin depositing and recycling unit (" CDR Unit " ).
[0048 ] FIG . 25 is a block diagram of selected components

of a coin -recycling system 2500 such as coin -recycling
[0049 ] The present disclosure is susceptible to various

system .

modifications and alternative forms, and some representa
tive embodiments have been shown by way of example in

the drawings and will be described in detailherein . It should
be understood , however , that the inventive aspects are not

limited to the particular forms illustrated in the drawings.

Rather, the disclosure is to cover all modifications, equiva
lents , combinations, and alternatives falling within the spirit
and scope of the invention as defined by the appended
claims.

[0029 ] FIG . 10 is a perspective -view illustration of the

base plate and coin -mixing manifold of the CDR Unit of

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE
ILLUSTRATED EMBODIMENTS

[0030 ] FIGS. 11A and 11B are perspective -view illustra

[0050 ] This disclosure is susceptible of embodiment in
many different forms. There are shown in the drawings , and
will herein be described in detail, representative embodi
ments with the understanding that the present disclosure is
to be considered as an exemplification of the principles of
the present disclosure and is not intended to limit the broad
aspects of the disclosure to the embodiments illustrated . To
that extent, elements and limitations that are disclosed , for
example , in the Abstract, Summary, and Detailed Descrip
tion sections, but not explicitly set forth in the claims, should
not be incorporated into the claims, singly or collectively, by
implication , inference or otherwise . For purposes of the
present detailed description , unless specifically disclaimed
or logically prohibited : the words “ including " or " compris
ing” or “having” means “ including without limitation .”

FIG . 8 .

tions of one of the automated coin chutes of the CDR Unit
of FIG . 8 .

[0031] FIG . 12 is a perspective- view illustration of the tote

drawer and totes, tote chutes , and conveyor assembly of the
CDR Unit of FIG . 8 .

[0032] FIG . 12A is a perspective -view illustration of one
[0033 ] FIG . 13 is a perspective -view illustration of the
conveyor assembly of FIG . 8 .
[0034 ] FIG . 14 is a perspective -view illustration of a
representative coin -recycling system with a coin -recycling
dispenser assembly in accordance with aspects of the present
of the handheld coin totes of the CDR Unit of FIG . 8 .

disclosure .

[0035 ] FIGS. 15A and 15B are top and bottom perspec
tive- view illustrations, respectively, of one of the coin tote
docks of FIG . 14 .
[ 0036 ] FIG . 15C is a bottom perspective view of an
alternative embodiment of a tote dock or drum .
[ 0037 ] FIG . 16 is a partially exploded perspective -view
illustration of one of the coin tote docks of FIG . 14 .

[ 0038 ] FIG . 16A is a bottom perspective view of an

alternative embodiment of automated coin disk assembly or
HIMECS dispenser.

[0039] FIG . 17 is a partially exploded perspective- view
illustration of one of the coin tote docking stations of FIG .
14 .
[0040 ] FIG . 17A is a perspective view of an alternative
embodiment of tote docking station or cradle .
[0041] FIGS. 18A and 18B are perspective -view illustra
tions of one of the coin totes of FIG . 14 with the tote lid in
a closed position and an open position, respectively .
[0042 ] FIGS. 19A and 19B are front-view illustrations of
a representative tamper-evident coin bag in accordance with
aspects of the present disclosure .
[0043 ] FIGS. 20A - 20E are perspective viewsof tote draw
ers .

Moreover , words of approximation , such as “ about,”
“ almost,” “ substantially ,” “ approximately ,” and the like , can

be used herein in the sense of “ at , near , or nearly at,” or
" within 3-5 % of,” or “ within acceptable manufacturing

tolerances ,” or any logical combination thereof, for

example .

[0051] FIGS. 1A and 1B show an example of a self- service

coin processing machine 10 having a pivoting coin input
tray 12 that is shaped and sized to hold batches of coins prior
to inputting coins into the coin processing machine 10. The
coin tray 12 pivots upwardly , e.g., via manualmanipulation
or motor-driven automation , to cause coins deposited therein
to move, under the force of gravity through a hopper, funnel,
or chute , into a coin processing unit ( e.g., FIGS. 6 and 7 )
disposed within a cabinetor housing 14. The processing unit
discharges sorted coins to a plurality of receptacles (e.g.,
coin bags 16 of FIG . 1B ) suspended within the cabinet 14 .
The bottoms of the bags may rest upon a movable platform
22 and /or may hang from bag holders , clamps or funnels
attached to a supportmember of a moveable bag receptacle
station 18. The station 18 moves (e.g., via casters 21, etc.)
to travel into and out of the housing 14 to facilitate access
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by authorized personnel to the coin receptacle bags via door
20 (shown in an open position ).
[0052 ] FIG . 2 shows an example of a self- service currency
processing machine 1020 wherein coin receptacles, such as
discrete coin bins 38 , are disposed on glide units 31-35 that
slide into and out of the housing 30 of a coin processing
device . These moveable receptacles 38 comprise coin bag
partitions that prevent coins bags disposed in the moveable
receptacles 38 from interfering with adjacent coin bags as
the coin bags become filled . A door 39 ( shown in an open
position ) facilitate access by authorized personnel to the
coin bins or receptacles 38 .
[0053 ] FIG . 3 shows an example of another coin process
ing device 1030 , this example including a mixed -denomi

nation coin bin 44 that is disposed within the housing 40 ,
behind door 46 , which is shown in an open position . In this

configuration , all of the processed coins are commingled in
the coin bin 44. The coin bin 44 is disposed on wheels and
includes a handle 42 pivotally attached thereto for pulling
the coin bin from within the housing. Although differing in
appearance , each of the various currency and coin process
ing units , systems and machines illustrated in the figures
may include any of the features, options, and alternatives
described herein with respect to the other units , systems and
machines unless explicitly disclaimed or logically prohib
ited .
[0054 ] FIG . 4 illustrates select portions of a representative
coin processing system , designated generally at 100 , in
accordance with aspects of the present concepts. The coin
processing system 100 is portrayed herein by a number of
representative parts , including first and second wheeled bins
110A and 110B , respectively , which are removably lodged in
complementary bin stations 130A and 130B . Each bin
station 130A , 130B includes a respective floating funnel
system 132A and 132B that is mounted to a housing , which
is represented herein by a pair of support columns 134A and
134B . Each floating funnel system 132A and 132B includes
a respective funnel 140A and 140B that is movably
mounted , e.g., to the underside of base plate 302, via a
spective metal bracket 142A and 142B .
nal coin
tubes 144A and 144B direct coins from a coin processing
unit to a respective coin funnel 140A and 140B . The features
of the present disclosure are not limited to the two-bin
implementation presented in FIG . 4 ; rather , these features
are similarly amenable to coin processing systems with
greater or fewer than two wheeled bins and corresponding
bin stations. In this regard , only selected components of the
coin processing system 100 have been shown and will be
described in detail herein . Nevertheless , the coin processing
system 100 can include numerous additional components ,
such as a coin processing mechanism , security doors , input
devices, such as a computer-based user interface, a variety
ofoutput devices, such as display screens, lighting elements,
and audio speakers , many of which are described in the
various patents and patent publications incorporated herein
by reference .

[0055] Wheeled bins 110A , 110B (also referred to herein

as “ coin receptacles " ) function generally as mobile coin
containers receiving coins from a coin processing device ,
such as the disk -type coin sorter described below , and
transporting the received coins to another location . As seen
in FIGS. 4 and 5 , each wheeled bin 110A , 110B includes a
respective box -shaped coin container 112 and 112B with a
security lid 114A and 114B that extends across and covers

the container 112A , 112B . The coin containers 112A , 112B

and security lids 114A , 114B can be fabricated from a
variety of rigid and robust materials, including synthetic
polymers, such as medium density polyethylene, and metal
lic materials, such as aluminum or steel, and combinations
thereof. The coin containers 112A , 112B are each supported
for movement thereof on a respective pair of laterally spaced
casters or wheels 116A and 116B , located at a forward end
of the container 112A , 112B . A pair of laterally spaced
support stanchions 118A , 118B , is located at a rearward end

of the container 112A , 112B on the opposite side of the
wheeled bins 110A , 110B may include greater of fewer than
two casters/wheels each . Moreover, the bins 110A , 110B can
be designed without wheels and moved via alternative
means, such as air bearings , fork lifts , moving dollies,
casters 116A , 116B . In alternative configurations, the

etcetera .

[0056 ] In the illustrated embodiment, the first and second
wheeled bins 110A , 110B of FIG . 4 are substantially struc
turally identical; thus, for brevity and conciseness, addi
tional features ofthe bins 110A , 110B willbe described with
respect to the wheeled bin 110A portrayed in FIG . 5. The lid
114A of the wheeled bin 110A includes a centrally located
hole 180A through which coins received from the funnel
system 132A pass into the coin container 112A . Leading and
trailing guide ramps 115A and 111A , respectively, are inte
grally formed in the lid 114A , disposed on opposing sides of
the central hole 180A . Hinged to a forward peripheral edge
of the container 112A , the lid 114A can be swung open to
provide access to the inside of the container 112A , for
example , to simplify removal ofthe contents of the container

112A . Conversely , the lid 114A can be swung closed and

locked shut, for example, via an optional security latch 122A
for securing the contents of the container 112A .

[0057 ] The lid 114A can also be provided with optional
structural features for securely supporting another wheeled
bin on top of the wheeled bin 110A . In the illustrated

embodiment, these features comprise four recessed stacking
platforms: a pair of recessed wheel platforms 128A at a
forward end of the lid 114A for nesting the wheels of another
bin , and a pair of recessed stanchion platforms 128C at a
rearward end of the lid 114A for nesting the support stan
chions of another bin . The recessed platforms 128A , 128C
allow for another wheeled bin , such as the second wheeled

bin 110B , to be generally immobilized and securely stacked
on top of the firstwheeled bin 110A . The lid 114A can also

be provided with an optional RFID reader or transmitter/
receiver for wirelessly communicating , receiving and stor
ing information, as described in detail in U.S. Pat . No.
8,545,295 , incorporated herein by reference in its entirety .
Moreover , a clean sleeve 129A for holding and displaying a
receipt or other printed information is situated on the top of
the lid 114A adjacent the coin hole 180A .

[0058 ] The wheeled bin 110A is designed to be quickly

and easily moved into and out of the bin station 130A . A
socket 124A projects downward from a hitch chassis 126A ,

which projects from the rear side of the coin container 112A .
A complementary socket-ball of a cantilevered dolly (not
shown) can be inserted into the socket 124A . The cantile
vered dolly provides a mechanical advantage (e.g., 10 :1) for
lifting the rear end of the container 112A . By inserting the
socket-ball into the socket 124A and applying a downward
force to the opposite end of the cantilevered dolly, a moment
arm is applied to the coin container 112A causing the
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wheeled bin 110A to pitch slightly forward ( e.g. , counter
clockwise in FIG . 5 ) off of the support stanchions 118A ,
placing the weight of the bin 110A on the casters 116A and

cantilevered dolly. This allows for the wheeled bin 110A to
be readily wheeled in and out of the bin station 130A . To
prevent damage to sensitive electronics and other equipment
in the bin station 130A , the housing 134A , 134B and /or bin
110A can be provided with means (e.g., a bracket) for
limiting the height to which the wheeled bin 110A can be
raised . The aforementioned wheel -and -stanchion arrange
ment, in combination with the use of the cantilevered dolly ,

helps to minimize the height of the wheeled bin 110A in
comparison to its conventional counterparts .
[0059 ] When the wheeled bins 110A , 110B are properly
lodged inside their respective bin stations 130A , 130B , this
condition can be communicated to or detected by a proces
sor of the coin processing system 100, for example, via
wired or wireless communication . By way of non - limiting
example , the bin logic system utilizes a number of electri
cally conductive interfaces for determining information .
These electrically conductive interfaces are exemplified in
the drawings by two contact blocks 150A and 150B that are
connected to respective bin stations 130A , 130B , and a set
of contactplates 162A and 164A ( FIG . 5 ) that are connected
to each respective bin 110A , 110B . When the contact blocks
150A , 150B come into contact with the contact plates 162A ,
164A one or more electrical circuits are completed . The

completion or non -completion of these one or more electri

cal circuits is indicated to different conditions associated

with the wheeled bins 110A , 110B such as , for example , that
the bins 110A , 110B are properly lodged inside their respec
tive bins stations 130A , 130B , and / or whether a given bin
110A , 110B is empty ,has coins therein , or has reached a full
level of coins. One or more of the contact blocks 150A ,
150B and contact plates 162A , 164A may also be used to

dissipate electrostatic charge associated with the wheeled
[0060 ] FIG . 6 shows a non -limiting example of a coin
sorting device, represented herein by a disk -type coin pro
cessing unit 200 that can be used in any of the currency
processing systems, methods and devices disclosed herein .
The coin processing unit 200 includes a hopper channel, a
portion of which is shown at 210 , for receiving coins of
mixed denominations from a coin input area (e.g., coin input
areas 12 of FIGS. 1A and 1B ). The hopper channel 210 feeds
the coins through a central opening 230 in an annular,
stationary sorting head 212 (oftentimes referred to as a
“ sorting disk ” or “ sort disk ” ). As the coins pass through this
opening , the coins are deposited onto the top surface of a
resilientpad 218 disposed on a rotatable disk 214.According
to some embodiments, coins are initially deposited by a user
onto a coin tray (e.g., coin tray 12 of FIG . 1A ) disposed
above the coin processing unit 200 ; coins flow from the coin
tray into the hopper channel 210 under the force of gravity .
[0061] This rotatable disk 214 is mounted for rotation on
a shaft (not visible ) and driven by an electric motor 216. The
rotation of the rotatable disk 214 of FIG . 6 is slowed and
stopped by a brakingmechanism 220. The disk 214 typically
bins 110A , 110B and/ or coins within those wheeled bins .

comprises a resilient pad 218, preferably made of a resilient
or integrally formed with the top surface of a solid disk 222 .

rubber or polymeric material, that is bonded to , fastened on ,

The resilient pad 218 may be compressible such that coins
laying on the top surface thereof are biased or otherwise
pressed upwardly against the bottom surface of the sorting

head 212 as the rotatable disk 214 rotates. The solid disk 222

is typically fabricated from metal, but it can also be made of

other materials, such as a rigid polymeric material.
[0062 ] The underside of the inner periphery of the sorting
head 212 is spaced above the pad 218 by a distance which

is approximately the same as or, in some embodiments, just
slightly less than the thickness of the thinnest coin that the
coin processing unit 200 is designed to sort. While the disk
214 rotates, coins deposited on the resilient pad 218 tend to
slide outwardly over the top surface of the pad 218 due to
centrifugal force . As the coins continue to move outwardly,
those coins that are lying flat on the pad 218 enter a gap
between the upper surface of the pad 218 and the lower
surface of the sorting head 212. As is described in further
detail below , the sorting head 212 includes a plurality of coin
directing channels (also referred to herein as “ exit chan
nels” ) for manipulating the movement of the coins from an
entry area to a plurality of exit stations (or “ exit slots” )
where the coins are discharged from the coin processing unit
200. The coin directing channels may sort the coins into their

respective denominations and discharge the coins from exit
stations in the sorting head 212 corresponding to their
denominations. Sorting head 212 can also be provided with
means for off-sorting invalid coins and foreign objects

deposited into the unit 200 .
[0063] Referring now to FIG . 7 , the underside of the
sorting head 212 is shown. The coin set for a given country
can be sorted by the sorting head 212 due to variations in the
diameter and /or thickness of the individual coin denomina
tions. For example, according to the United States Mint, the
U.S. coin set has the following diameters:
[0064 ] Penny = 0.750 in . ( 19.05 mm )
[ 0065 ] Nickel = 0.835 in . (21.21 mm )

[0066 ] Dime= 0.705 in . ( 17.91 mm )
[0067 ] Quarter = 0.955 in . (24.26 mm )
[ 0068 ] Half Dollar= 1.205 in . ( 30.61 mm )
[0069] Presidential One Dollar = 1.043 in . (26.49 mm )
The coins circulate between the stationary sorting head 212
and the rotating pad 218 on the rotatable disk 214 , as shown
in FIG . 6. Coins that are deposited on the pad 218 via the
central opening 230 initially enter an entry channel 232
formed in the underside of the sorting head 212. It should be
kept in mind that the circulation of the coins in FIG . 7
appears counterclockwise as FIG . 7 is a view of the under
side of the sorting head 212 .
[0070 ] An outer wall 236 of the entry channel 232 divides
the entry channel 232 from the lowermost surface 240 of the

sorting head 212. The lowermost surface 240 is preferably

spaced from the pad 218 by a distance that is slightly less
than the thickness of the thinnest coins that the coin pro
cessing unit 200 is designed to process. Consequently , the
initial outward radial movement of all the coins is termi
nated when the coins engage the outer wall 236 , although the
coins continue to move more circumferentially along the
wall 236 ( e.g., in a counterclockwise direction in FIG . 7 ) by
the rotational movement imparted to the coins by the pad
218 of the rotatable disk 214 .
[0071 ] While the pad 218 continues to rotate, those coins
that were initially aligned along the wall 236 move across
the ramp 262 leading to a queuing channel 266 for aligning
the innermost edge of each coin along an inner queuing wall
270. The coins are gripped between the queuing channel 266
and the pad 218 as the coins are rotated through the queuing
channel 266. The coins, which were initially aligned with the
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outer wall 236 of the entry channel 232 as the coins move

across the ramp 262 and into the queuing channel 266 , are
rotated into engagement with inner queuing wall 270. As the
pad 218 continues to rotate, the coins which are being
positively driven by the pad move through the queuing
channel 266 along the queuing wall 270 past a trigger sensor
234 and a discrimination sensor 238 , which may be operable

for discriminating between valid and invalid coins . In some
embodiments , the discrimination sensor 238 may also be

operable to determine the denomination of passing coins.
The trigger sensor 234 sends a signal to the discrimination
sensor 238 that a coin is approaching .
[0072 ] In the illustrated example , coins determined to be
invalid are rejected by a diverting pin 242 that is lowered
into the coin path such that the invalid coin impacts the pin
242 and thereby redirects the invalid coin to a reject channel

244. In some embodiments , the reject channel 244 guides
the rejected coins to a reject chute that returns the coin to the

user ( e.g., rejected coins ejected into a coin reject tube to a
coin dispensing receptacle ). The diverting pin 242 depicted
in FIG . 7 remains in a retracted “ non - diverting” position

until an invalid coin is detected . Those coins not diverted

into the reject channel 244 continue along inner queuing

wall 270 to a gauging region 250. The inner queuing wall
270 terminates just downstream of the reject channel 244 ;
thus, the coins no longer abut the inner queuing wall 270 at
this point and the queuing channel 266 terminates. The
radial position of the coins is maintained , because the coins
remain under pad pressure, until the coins contact an outer
gauging wall 252 of the gauging region 250 .
[0073 ] The gauging wall 252 aligns the coins along a
common outer radius as the coins approach a series of coin
exit channels 261-268 which discharge coins of different
denominations through corresponding exit stations 281-288 .
The first exit channel 261 is dedicated to the smallest coin
to be sorted (e.g., the dime in the U.S. coin set ). Beyond the
first exit channel 261, the sorting head 212 shown in FIGS.
6 and 7 forms seven more exit channels 262-268 which
discharge coins of different denominations at different cir
cumferential locations around the periphery of the sorting
head 212. Thus, the exit channels 261-268 are spaced
circumferentially around the outer periphery of the sorting
head 212 with the innermost edges of successive channels
located progressively closer to the center of the sorting head
212 so that coins are discharged in the order of increasing
diameter. The number of exit channels can vary according to
alternative embodiments of the present disclosure .
[0074 ] The innermost edges of the exit channels 261-268
are positioned so that the inner edge of a coin of only one
particular denomination can enter each channel 1-268 .
The coins of all other denominations reaching a given exit
channel extend inwardly beyond the innermost edge of that
particular exit channel so that those coins cannot enter the
channel and , therefore , continue on to the next exit channel
under the circumferential movement imparted on them by
the pad 218. To maintain a constant radial position of the
coins, the pad 218 continues to exert pressure on the coins
as they move between successive exit channels 261-268 .
[ 0075 ] Further details of the operation of the sorting head
212 shown in FIGS. 6 and 7 are disclosed in U.S. Patent

Application Publication No. US 2003/0168309 A1, which is

incorporated herein by reference in its entirety . Other disk
type coin processing devices and related features thatmay
be suitable for use with the coin processing devices dis

closed herein are shown in U.S. Pat. Nos. 6,755,130 ; 6,637 ,
576 ; 6,612,921; 6,039,644 ; 5,997,395 ; 5,865,673 ; 5,782 ,
686 ; 5,743,373 ; 5,630,494 ; 5,538,468; 5,507,379 ; 5,489 ,
237 ; 5,474,495 ; 5,429,550 ; 5,382,191 ; and 5,209,696 , each
of which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety
and for all purposes. In addition , U.S. Pat. Nos. 7,188,120
B2, 6,996,263 B2, 6,896,118 B2, 6,892,871 B2, 6,810,137
B2, 6,748,101 B1, 6,731,786 B2, 6,124,926 B2, 6,678,401

B2, 6,637,576 B1, 6,609,604 , 6,603,872 B2, 6,579,165 B2,
6,318,537 B 1, 6,171,182 B1, 6,068,194 , 6,042,470 , 6,039 ,

645 ,6,021,883,5,982,918 , 5,943,655 , 5,905,810 , 5,564,974 ,
and 4,543,969, and U.S. Patent Application Publication Nos .
2013/0205723 A1, 2007/0119681 A1 and 2004/0256197 A1,

and U.S. patent application Ser. No. 14 /752,474 are incor
porated herein by reference in their respective entireties and
for all purposes.
[0076 ] Turning next to FIG . 8 , there are shown select
components of a coin depositing and recycling unit, desig
nated generally at 300, for receiving processed coins from a
coin sorting device, such as the disk -type coin processing
unit 200 of FIGS. 6 and 7, and distributing those coins in
accordance with a predetermined coin logic procedure to
one or more coin -recycling receptacles and one or more
coin -depositing receptacles . As indicated above, the coin
depositing and recycling unit 300 (also referred to herein as
“ CDR Unit” ) can be incorporated into any of the illustrated
systems and machines , as well as accommodate any of the
optional configurations and functional alternatives described
herein with respect to the examples shown in FIGS. 1-7 , and
thus can include any of the corresponding options and
features .

[0077 ] The CDR Unit 300 portrayed in FIG . 8 includes a

base plate 302 that is positioned underneath the disk -type
coin processing unit 200 , disposed over a coin -mixing
manifold 304 and coin bins 110A and 110B (FIGS. 4 and 5 ),
and supports thereon a plurality of automated coin chutes
306. While there are four automated coin chutes 306 shown
in FIG . 8, the illustrated example can include as few as one
and as many as eight (or potentially more ) automated coin
chutes 306 depending, for example, on the intended appli
cation and design requirements of the CDR Unit 300. CDR
Unit 300 further includes a tote drawer 308 ( see FIGS. 8 and
12 ), which carries a variety of handheld coin totes 310A
310D , as well as an assortment of tote chutes 312A - 312D

positioned above the totes 310A -310D . Adjacent the tote
drawer 308 and coin totes 310A -310D is a conveyor belt
assembly, designated generally as 314 , all of which are

located underneath the base plate 302. The illustrated
example is shown comprising four coin totes with four
corresponding chutes ; nevertheless, it is within the scope
and spirit of this disclosure to incorporate greater or fewer
than four totes and chutes into the CDR Unit 300. In

addition , the base plate 302 is shown hidden in FIGS. 8-10
( i.e., illustrated with dashed lines) to more clearly show the
components positioned underneath the base plate 302 and to
more clearly convey how those components interactwith the
components positioned on top of the base plate 302 .
[0078 ] Base plate 302 , which is shown as a single-piece
unitary structure, is fabricated from a rigid , generally inflex
ible material, such as a stamped or laser -cut sheetof stainless
steel or aluminum . Typically mounted within the outer
housing of a coin processing machine (e.g., housing 14 of
processing machine 10) or currency processing system ( e.g. ,
housing 134 of processing system 100 of FIG . 4 ), this base
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plate 302 acts to provide subjacent support for various
components, including the disk - type coin processing unit
200 and automated coin chutes 306 , as well as other con
stituent parts that are not shown in FIGS . 8 and 9 , such as

a funnel-shaped coin hopper, a wiring harness , a central

processor, etc. As seen in FIGS. 8-10 , an arrangement of
coin ports , represented herein by eight square -shaped first
coin ports 316A (also referred to herein as " coin -recycling
ports ” ) and eight square -shaped second coin ports 316B
(also referred to herein as “ coin -depositing ports” ), are
spaced circumferentially about the coin processing unit 200 .
Each coin port 316A , 316B extends through the base plate
302 and is spaced a predetermined distance from the coin
processing unit 200. For instance , as seen in FIG . 8 , the
coin - recycling ports 316A are spaced a first radial distance
R1 from the center Cl of the processing unit's rotatable disk
214 , whereas the coin -depositing ports 316B are spaced a
second radial distance R2 from the center Cl of the rotatable
disk 214. As shown, the first radial distance R1 is greater
than the second radial distance R2. It should be readily
understood that the shape, location and quantity of the coin
ports can be varied , singly or in any combination, from that
which is shown in the drawings .
[0079 ] Asbest seen in FIGS . 9-10 , positioned underneath
the base plate 302, pressing flush against an underside
surface thereof, is a coin -mixing manifold 304 that is
configured to receive coins sorted by the disk -type coin
processing unit 200 , recombine the sorted coins , and direct
the recombined coins to one or more coin -depositing recep
tacles. According to the illustrated example , the coin -mixing
manifold 304 is a single -piece polymeric construction com
prising a plurality of individually shaped , ramped coin
baffles 318A - 318H which coalesce to an integrally formed
outlet plenum 320. Coin inlet ports of these ramped coin
baffles 318A -318H are complementary to and aligned with
the base plate's coin -depositing ports 316B . By contrast, a
coin outlet port 304A of the plenum 320 is suspended above

the conveyor belt assembly 314. Coins that are received by

the coin baffles 318A - 318H through the ports 316B of base
plate 302 are directed , under the force of gravity, to the
outlet plenum 320 of the manifold 304. Outlet plenum 320

pools together coins received from the coin baffles 318A
318H , and feeds the combined coins, under the force of

gravity, through a coin outlet port 304A onto the conveyor
belt assembly 314. While shown as an integrally formed
single- piece construction , the manifold 304 may comprise
multiple segments that are mechanically or otherwise func
tionally connected . Moreover, the manifold 304 may com
prise greater or fewer than eight baffles 318A -318H , for
example , to coincide with the number of coin -depositing

ports 316B in the base plate 302. According to some
embodiments, the coin depositing and recycling unit (CDR
Unit ) 300 has only a single wheeled bin 110A , 110B

associated therewith and coins falling through the coin outlet
port 304A are directed into such bin 110A , 110B and no
conveyor belt assembly 314 is present.

input passage of each automated coin chute 306 is seated

against or otherwise functionally coupled to one of the exit
stations of the disk -type coin processing unit 200 to receive
coins therefrom . In the illustrated embodiment, the auto
mated coin chutes 306 of FIG . 8 are substantially structur
ally identical; thus, for brevity and conciseness, additional
features of these coin chutes 306 will be described with
respect to the automated coin chute 306 presented in FIGS.
11A and 11B . Automated coin chute 306 includes a poly
meric , bipartite chute housing 322 that defines therein an
input passage 324 which forks to a pair of (coin -recycling
and coin - depositing ) output passages 326 and 328 , respec
tively . The chute housing 322 is provided with a pair of
mounting tabs 330 and 332 through which are received bolts
or other mechanical fasteners (not shown ) formounting the
automated coin chute 306 onto the base plate 302. A base
flange 334 , which extends continuously about the lower
periphery of the chute housing 322 around the output
passages 326 and 328 , provides lateral stability for the chute
306 during operation thereof. According to the illustrated
example , themouth 325 of the input passage 324 is designed
to seat generally flush against the outer periphery of the
sorting head 212 , whereas the exit peripheries 327 and 329
of the output passages 326 and 328 , respectively, are each
designed to seat flush against the base plate 302 and cir
cumscribe one of the coin ports 316A , 316B . It is contem

plated that the automated coin chute 306 may comprise any
number of input passages , outputpassages, and mechanized

diverter plates such that coins can be received from one or
multiple exit stations and /or diverted to one or multiple sets
of coin ports.

[0081 ] Each coin chute 306 is selectively operable to
direct coins received from the coin processing unit 200 to
one of the coin - recycling ports 316A or, when desired , to
one of the coin -depositing ports 316B . As shown, the
automated coin chute 306 includes a curved diverter plate
336 that can selectively transition between a first position ,
shown at 336A in FIG . 11A , and a second position , desig
nated hidden at 336B in FIG . 11A . This movable diverter
plate 336 is rotatably mounted on a diverter shaft 338 , both
of which are located inside of the chute housing 322
intermediate the output passages 326 and 328. A driving
mechanism , which may be in the nature of a 24- volt DC
electric motor and gear train assembly 340 , is connected to
the diverter shaft 338 and is selectively actuable to shift the
diverter plate 336 back -and- forth between the first and
second positions . When in the first position 336A , coins
received from one of the exit stations 281-288 in the sorting
head 212 of the coin processing unit 200 by the input
passage 324 are redirected by the diverter plate 336 through
coin -recycling output 326 to one of the coin -recycling
output passages 316A to a coin -recycling receptacle . Con
versely , when in the second position , coins that are received
by the input passage 324 from an exit station are redirected
by the diverter plate 336 through coin -dispending output 328

[0080 ] Returning to FIG . 8 , automated coin chutes 306 are
bolted on the base plate 302 , positioned to generally cir

to one of the coin -depositing output passages 316B to a
coin -depositing receptacle.
[0082 ] As indicated above, CDR Unit 300 is designed to

ports 316A and 316B . With this arrangement, a respective

cessing device into one or more coin -recycling receptacles,
such as handheld coin totes 310A - 310D of FIGS. 8 and 12
(and/ or 410 , 410A - 410D of FIGS. 14 , 18A - 18B and 2010A
2010D of FIGS. 20A - 20D , 2110A - 2110D of FIGS. 21A and
22A -23B ), and one or more coin -depositing receptacles ,

cumscribe the disk - type coin processing unit 200. For illus
trative purposes, one such automated coin chute 306 is
shown in FIG.9 bolt to base plate 302. The coin processing
unit 200 , in turn , is mounted on the base plate 302 concentric
with a common center of the circumferential array of coin

selectively sort processed coins received from a coin pro
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such as wheeled coin bins 110A and 110B of FIGS. 4 and 5 .
Itmay be desirable, for at least some configurations , that all

of the automated coin chutes 306 be operable to divert coins
into the same coin -depositing receptacle (s), whereas select
coin chutes 306 are each dedicated to diverting coins to a
single one of the coin -recycling receptacles. By way of
non -limiting example, a first of the automated coin chutes
306 ( e.g., the coin chute 306 at the 8-0 -clock position in FIG .

8 ) receives dimes from one of the exit stations 281 of the
sorting head 212 , and diverts a select number of said dimes
(e.g., approximately 3000 coins ) through a corresponding
coin port 316A in the base plate 302 , which are then passed
via tote chute 312D into one of the coin totes 310D . Once
a threshold or limit number of dimes ( e.g., approximately

3000 coins) is reached, the diverter plate 336 is repositioned ,
e.g., via a system processor or CPU sending a signal to the
appropriate motor 340 to activate the motor to change the
position of the corresponding diverter plate 336 from a first
coin -recycling position 336A to a second coin -dispending

position 336B , such that the first coin chute 306 diverts the

remainder of processed dimes through a corresponding coin
port 316B in the base plate 302 to the conveyor assembly
314 via coin -mixing manifold 304 for distribution to one or
both ofthe coin bins 110A , 110B . In the same vein , a second
of the automated coin chutes 306 (e.g., the coin chute 306 at
the 9-0 - clock position in FIG . 8 ) receives pennies from one
of the exit stations 282 of the sorting head 212, and diverts
a select number of said pennies (e.g., approximately 2500
coins ) into one of the coin totes 310C via tote chute 312C .
And once that select or threshold number of pennies is
reached , the second coin chute 306 diverts the remainder of

processed dimes to the coin -mixing manifold 304 for dis
example , by a system processor or CPU sending a signal to
the appropriate motor 340 to activate the motor to change the
position of the corresponding diverter plate 336 from a first
coin -recycling position 336A to a second coin -dispending
position 336B . Third and fourth automated coin chutes 306
can be similarly configured and operated for filling the other
two coin totes 310A and 310B with selected numbers of
quarters and nickels, respectively , with the remainder being
diverted to one or both coin bins 110A , 110B . One or more
coin chutes can be employed for diverting coins and other
objects (e.g., slugs and extraneous refuse ) to coin bags, coin

tribution to one or both of the coin bins 110A , 110B , for

cassettes, reject bins, return slots , etc.
[0083 ] For enhanced security and ease of use , the four
handheld coin totes 310A - 310B can be removably seated in
a lockable tote drawer 308 , which is movably mounted
inside, yet at least partially retractable from the coin pro
cessing machine /system's housing . Tote drawer 308 of

FIGS. 8 and 12 , for example , can be manually or automati
cally slid back -and - forth , e.g., on a roller-and - rail track
system 342, between a stowed position , as shown in FIG . 8 ,
and an extracted position when the tote drawer 308 is slide
in the direction indicated by arrow A1. When in the stowed

position , the tote drawer 308 is disposed substantially or
entirely inside the housing. An optional locking mechanism
(not shown) can secure the drawer 308 inside the housing .
Conversely, when in the extracted position , the tote drawer

308 is disposed at least partially outside the housing such
that the coin totes 310A - 310D can be readily unseated form
the drawer 308 and removed from the housing. An optional
drawer handle (not shown ) can be provided to facilitate

manually sliding the drawer in and out of the housing . The

tote drawer 308 includes a base 344 with a plurality of tote
compartments 346 , which are portrayed in FIG . 12 as

rectangular apertures, for properly orienting and securing in

place the totes 310A - D .

[0084 ] In at least some system configurations, the hand

held coin totes 310A -310D of FIGS. 8 and 12 are substan

tially structurally similar; thus, for brevity and conciseness,
described with respect to the handheld coin tote 310 pre
sented in FIG . 12A . The coin tote 310 of FIG . 12A includes
a rigid polymeric body 350 with a generally polyhedral
shape and integrally formed bottom and top portions 352
and 354, respectively. To securely seat the coin tote 310 in
the tote drawer 308, each tote compartment 346 of the
drawer 308 is shaped and sized to complement and receive
therein the rectangular base portion 352 of one of the coin
totes 310. The rectangular top portion 354 of the tote body
350 , on the other hand, is slightly wider than the base portion
352 such that the outwardly projecting ends of the top
portion 354 rests on top of the tote drawer 308 when the coin
tote base portion 352 is passed into the compartment 346. It
is desirable, for at least some embodiments , that a “hand
held " coin tote, as disclosed hereinabove and hereinbelow ,
weighs less than one pound (e.g., when empty ) to approxi
mately twenty or fewer pounds ( e.g., when full), and be
shaped and sized to be comfortably held in the hand orhands
common features of these coin totes 310A - 310D will be

of one teenage or adult human . It is envisioned that the coin
tote 310 take on alternative shapes and sizes from thatwhich
are shown in the drawings . It should be further recognized
that the coin totes 310A - 310D need not be structurally
identical but could vary, for example , in size , shape , color
and configuration from one tote to the next.

[0085 ] With continuing reference to FIG . 12A , a top wall
of the top portion 354 of the tote body 350 defines there
through a coin hole 356 which is covered by a slidable tote
lid 358. When the base portion 352 of the coin totes 310 is
properly situated in one of the tote compartments 346 , and
the tote drawer 308 is slid to the stowed position 308A (FIG .
8 ) inside of the housing, a triangular biasing feature 360
projecting upwardly from the tote lid 358 engages a corre
sponding tab (not visible in the views provided ) that projects
downward , for example, from the base plate 302 of CDR
Unit 300. As these two features engage, the biasing feature
360 is urged in an opening direction D1 which , in turn ,
operates to open the tote lid 358 such that coins can be
passed from one of the tote chutes 312A -312D through the
coin hole 356 into the tote body 350. According to some
embodiments , when the tote drawer 308 is slid to the

extracted position 308B (FIG . 8 ) outside of the housing, the

triangular biasing feature 360 disengages the tab and , con
comitantly, the tote lid 358 is closed , for example, by an
internally mounted spring -biased closing feature (not
shown ). Optional features for the handheld coin totes 310
can include color coding and /or labels that help to identify
which handheld coin tote is associated with which particular
denomination of coin .

[0086 ] When the coin totes 310A -310D are in one or more
predetermined positions, information about the location

and /or condition of the totes can be communicated (such as

via wired or wireless communication ) to a CPU 348 and /or
other controller of the CDR Unit 300. For example, such
information may be communicated to a communication

interface of a controller of the coin processing system /

machine.Asused herein , “wirelessly communicate ” is inclu
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sive of,but not exclusive to , the transmission of information
signals between two devices without the use of connecting
hardline or wired couplings between the two devices . By
way of example, and not limitation , the CDR Unit 300
utilizes a number of electrically conductive interfaces for
detecting and /or communicating information about or
between one or more or all of the coin totes 310A -310D and
a controller and /or CPU 348 of a coin processing system /
machine (e.g., FIGS. 1-4 ). For instance , the coin tote 310 is

shown in FIG . 12A including at least one and , in some
embodiments, a plurality of electrical contacts , which may

comprise a contact junction 362 with first, second and third
electrical contact 363-365 . The first electrical contact 363
(FIG . 12A ) can be configured to cooperate with a comple
mentary electrical contact on a contact pad 366 (FIG . 8 ) of
the CPU 348 to thereby communicate to a system controller
a signal indicative of a presence (or absence ) of the coin tote
310 in the tote drawer 308.Moreover, the second electrical
contact 364 can be configured to cooperate with a comple
mentary electrical contact on the contact pad 366 of the CPU
348 to thereby communicate to the system controller a signal
indicating that the coin tote 310 in the drawer 308 is full (or
not full ). The third electrical contact 365 , on the other hand ,

is configured to cooperate with a complementary electrical

contact on the contact pad 366 of the CPU 348 to thereby
communicate to the system controller a signal indicating that
the coin tote 310 in the drawer 308 is empty (or not empty ).
When respective contacts 363-365 physically contact
respective portions of contact pad 366 , one or more electri
cal circuits are completed and the completion of such
circuits is sensed by CPU 348. According to some embodi
ments, the CPU 348 also acts as a system controller and no
separate system controller is needed . For at least some
configurations, the coin processing unit 200 can be rendered
inoperable if the tote drawer 308 is not in the proper position
and / or if a tote security door is not properly closed with at
least one coin tote or all four coin totes being present with
sufficient storage volume to receive coins . In this regard , the
system can be provided with a sensor which detects the
position of the door (e.g., door open, door closed , door
locked , etc.). Notably , the system can be provided with
greater or fewer or alternative sensors than those described

above. For instance, the system can be provided with an
electrostatic discharge ( ESD ) sensor and , optionally , an ESD

example illustrated in FIGS. 12 and 13 , the conveyor belt
assembly 314 comprises an elastomeric , continuous con
veyor belt 368 which functions to transport articles placed

upon its visible surface . Conveyor belt 368 rides on an idler
roller 370 and is driven by a driven roller 372. A driven shaft
373 of the driven roller 372 can be driven by various suitable
means , including a two -way brushless DC electric motor
assembly 374. Lateral track rails 376 , 378 help to ensure
coins deposited on top of the belt 368 do not accidentally fall
off of the conveyor belt assembly 314. The conveyor belt

assembly 314 can be configured to selectively operate in a
first belt direction BD1, whereby coins received from the

automated coin chutes 306 are delivered to a first coin bin ,

e.g., 110A of FIG . 4. For at least some configurations, the
conveyor belt assembly 314 is also configured to selectively
operate in a second belt direction BD2, whereby coins
received from the automated coin chutes 306 are delivered
to the second coin bin , e.g., 110B of FIG . 4. In other optional
configurations, such as those which employ a single bin , the
conveyor assembly can run in a single direction or, option

ally, could be removed in its entirety from the system .
[0088 ] Turning next to FIG . 14 , there is shown a repre
sentative coin -recycling system , designated generally at
400, for processing coins stowed in handheld coin totes, and
sorting the processed coins into single-denomination hand
held coin containers. The coin -recycling system 400 has two
primary sections: a coin - recycling dispenser assembly 402
that is operatively connected to a coin -recycling till assem
bly 404. A dispenser assembly housing 416 securely houses
various input devices, output devices , input/output devices ,
internal electronic/ electromechanical components, wiring ,
etc. By way of example, the output device (s) includes an
electronic display device 406 that is operatively mounted to
the dispenser assembly housing 416 and configured to
display information and user -selectable options to a user of
the coin -recycling system 400. The coin -recycling dispenser
assembly 402 can also be provided with one or more
electronic user input devices , such as a touchscreen 408 on
the display device 406 , for receiving user selections to
control one or more operations of the coin-recycling system
400. A resident (or remotely located ) processor or central
processing unit (CPU ) 448 is communicatively coupled to
the electronic display device 406 and user input device 408 .

Only select components of the coin -recycling system 400
should be understood , however, that numerous other periph

dissipation mechanism . Moreover, the system can be pro

have been shown and will be described in detail herein . It

more or all of the coin totes. This overflow sensor can be

eral devices and other elements exist and are readily utiliz
able in any number of combinations to create various forms

vided with sensors which monitor coin overflow in one or

further operable to render the coin processing unit 200
inoperable if any one of the coin totes is determined to be in
an overflow condition . In this regard , one or more of the
sensors can be replaced with a single sensing mechanism .
[0087 ] As indicated above , coins redirected by the auto
mated coin chutes 306 through the coin ports 316B of the
base plate 302 are deposited by the coin -mixing manifold
304 onto a conveyor belt assembly 314 for transport to
coin -depositing receptacles, such as first and second coin
bins 110A , 110B disposed inside the housing 134 (FIG . 4 ).
As seen in FIG . 8, the conveyor belt assembly 314 is
disposed underneath the base plate 302 , e.g., mounted to the
brackets 142A and 142B , positioned downstream from the
coin processing unit 200 and automated coin chutes 306 and
upstream from the coin bins 110A , 110B . The conveyor belt
assembly 314 may be operable as a one -way transport
system or a bidirectional transport system . According to the

of a coin -recycling system in accord with the present con
cepts .

[0089 ] As will be described in further detail below , the

coin - recycling dispenser assembly 402 is capable of dis

pensing coins — one coin at a time— from each of plural
handheld coin totes 410 into an assemblage of single
denomination coin cylinders 412 stowed inside the coin till
assembly 404. According to some embodiments , the coin

cylinders 412 are sized to hold three to four times the
number of coins as traditional coin rolls , for example , they
may be sized to hold 120-200 coins stacked therein . Accord
ing to some embodiments, filled coin cylinders 412 may be

removed and used in other devices such as coin dispensers

and the removed coin cylinders 412 may be replaced with
empty coin cylinders 412 so the device 400 may resume

operating. It is desirable , for at least some configurations,
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that the dispenser assembly 402 dispense coins at about 300
approximately 400 coins per minute. According to at least
some configurations, coin -recycling system 400 monitors
the number and/ or denomination of handheld coin totes 410
docked the coin -recycling dispenser assembly 402 , as
to about 500 coins per minute or, in some embodiments

well as whether there are coins remaining in any of the
docked coin totes. For at least some configurations, the
coin -recycling system 400 is capable of tracking the number
of coins dispensed from a particular coin tote 410 and ,
optionally , is operable to provide a total number of dis
pensed coins and /or a total value of dispensed coins for a
particular set of coin totes 410 emptied into the coin till 404 .
For at least some configurations , the dispenser assembly 402
is selectively and /or automatically operable to clear coin
jamsduring emptying of a coin tote. Some implementations
provide simplified disassembly or physicalmanipulation of

key sections of the coin -recycling system 400 to allow for
manual clearing of a jam condition .
[0090 ] According to the illustrated example, the coin
recycling dispenser assembly 402 is capable of docking four
handheld coin totes 410 , for example , a first (penny ( 10 ))
coin tote 410A , a second (nickel (50 )) coin tote 410B , a third
( dime ( 100 )) coin tote 410C , and a fourth ( quarter (250))
coin tote 410D . A series of tote docks or drums 414 secure
these four coin totes 410A - 410D to the dispenser assembly
402 for recycling of coins. As shown, the set of tote docks

414 includes a first (penny ) dock 414A , a second (nickel)
dock 414B , a third (dime) dock 414C , and a fourth (quarter)

dock 414D . It is envisioned that the coin -recycling dispenser
assembly 402 comprise greater or fewer than four tote docks
414 to accommodate greater or fewer than four coin totes
410, which may comprise any combination of coin denomi
nations of any known currency or substitute currency . Some
optional features for the dispenser assembly 402 include
denomination labels and color coding for the tote docks 414
to ensure correct matching with the coin totes 410 of the
corresponding denomination . By way of example , the first
(penny ( 10 )) coin tote 410A may have a blue color and /or a
label with a visual indication of the denomination of coin
stowed in the tote ; the first (penny ) dock 414A can take on
the same/ similar color and / or label to indicate the denomi

nation processed at that dock . In the same vein , the tote
docks 414 and coin totes 410 can be configured with
complementary structural features to ensure that only totes
of the corresponding denomination can be securely seated
within a particular tote dock . In a similar regard , the tote
docks 414 and coin totes 410 can be configured with
complementary structural features to ensure that an apposite
coin tote cannot be inserted incorrectly into a particular tote
dock .

[0091] With
continuing
reference
to FIG a. rigid
14 , thehousing
coin
recycling
dispenser
assembly
402 includes

416 which provides subjacent support for a series of tote
docking stations or cradles 418 , namely first, second, third
and fourth tote docking stations 418A - 418D that coincide in
number with the four tote docks 414A -414D . In accordance
with the illustrated example , the tote docking stations 418A
418D of FIG . 14 are substantially structurally identical ;thus,
for brevity and conciseness , additional features of these
docking stations 418A -418D will be described with respect
to the tote docking stations 418 presented in FIG . 17. In a
similar regard , the illustrated tote docks 414A - 414D of FIG .
14 are generally structurally identical; thus, for brevity and
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conciseness, common features of these tote docks 414A
414D will be described with respect to the tote dock 414
presented in FIGS. 15A , 15B and 16. Notably , there may be
structural differences between the tote docks 414A -414D ,
for example , to ensure that only certain coin totes dedicated
to a particular coin denomination can be seated in a given
dock , as indicated in the preceding paragraph . Likewise ,
there may be structural distinctions between the tote docking
stations 418A -418D , for example , to accommodate applica
tions where the coin totes may have different sizes and /or
gross weights and , thus, require larger docks and /or larger
driving mechanisms.
[0092] Tote docking station or cradle 418 of FIG . 17
generally functions to mount one of the tote docks or drums
414 to the housing 416 and to regulate movement of the tote

dock 414 during operation of the coin -recycling system 400.

To provide said functionality, each docking station 418 is

configured with a drive mechanism , which effectuates con
trolled movement of the tote dock 414 , and a guide mecha
nism , for stabilizing movement of the tote dock 414. For
instance, the guide mechanism of the tote docking station
418 of FIG . 17 includes an arcuate guide track 420 with a
pair of laterally spaced barrier rails 422A and 422B on
opposing sides of the track 420. The tote docking station 418
is also provided with two pairs of retention tabs, namely a
first pair of retention tabs 426A secured ( e.g., via bolts
427A ) at opposing ends of the first barrier rail 422B , and a
second pair of retention tabs 426B secured (e.g., via bolts
427B ) at opposing ends of the second barrier rail 422A . To
operatively interface with the docking station's guide
mechanism , the tote dock 414 of FIGS. 15A and 15B
includes first and second arcuate guide channels 424A and

424B , respectively , on opposing sides of an arcuate sliding
surface 429 of a drum - shaped dock body 428. Each guide
channel 424A , 424B has a respective flange 425A and 425B
projecting laterally outward from the drum -shaped dock

body 428. The guide channels 424A , 424B and flanges
425A , 425B can be seen in FIGS. 15A and 15B extending
along the outer circumference of the drum -shaped dock
body 428 .

[0093] When the tote dock 414 is properly seated on top

of the tote docking station 418 , arcuate sliding surface 429
lies generally flush against the complementary arcuate guide
track 420. Concomitantly, inboard surfaces of the laterally

spaced barrier rails 422A , 422B press against outwardly
facing surfaces of the flanges 425A , 425B . Retention tabs
426A contemporaneously slidably press against an inner
diameter (ID ) surface of the first flange 425A , while reten

tion tabs 426B slidably press against an ID surface of the
second flange 425B . In so doing, the guide track 420 ,barrier
rails 422A , 422B and retentions tabs 426A , 426B prevent

radial and transverse rectilinear ( i.e., non -rotational) move
ment of the tote dock 414 while still allowing for selective
rotation of the drum -shaped dock body 428 and any contents
thereof around central axis A1 (FIG . 14 ).
[0094 ] As indicated above , the tote docks 414 are rotat
ably coupled to the tote docking stations 418 such that coin

totes 410 seated in the docks 414 can be sufficiently rotated

( e.g., turned upside down ) to empty their contents into the
coin till assembly 404. The coin totes 410 are seated in the
docks414 with the lids 468 in the open position so that when
the docks are rotated coins may fall out of the coin totes 410
through the coin holes 465 in each tote 410. The tote docking
station 418 is portrayed in FIG . 17 with a drive mechanism
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that is selectively actuable to rotate at least one of the tote
docks 414. Said drive mechanism may be in the nature of a
motor-driven gear assembly , designated generally at 430 ,
which comprises a spur gear 432 that is driven by a two-way
24 -volt DC electric motor 434. The motor -driven gear
assembly 430 is mounted inside the tote docking station 418
underneath the guide track 420 , e.g., via a bracket 436 and
bolts 437 , such that several of the teeth of the spur gear 432
project through a slot 421 in the track 420. To operatively
interface with the docking station's drive mechanism , the
tote dock 414 includes a toothed track 438 (FIG . 15A ) that
extends along the outer circumference of the drum -shaped
body 428 adjacent the first arcuate guide channel 424A . This
toothed track 438 has teeth that interleave with the teeth of
the spur gear 432 of the motor-driven gear assembly 430 .
Through this engagement, the motor-driven gear assembly
430 can be activated in a first direction (e.g., counterclock
wise in FIG . 14 ) to rotate the tote dock 414 from a loading
position , whereat the coin tote 410 can be inserted into or
removed from the tote dock 414 , to a dispensing position ,
whereat the coins stowed inside the coin tote 414 are
dispensed , one at a time, through the tote docking station
418 into one of the coin containers 412A -D . The tote
docking station 418 includes a coin slot 423 that transmits
coins, one at a time, from the tote 410 and tote dock 414 ,

through the docking station 418 , and into one of the coin
containers 412 in the coin -recycling till assembly 404. After

the tote 410 is emptied or to remedy a coin -jam condition ,
the motor -driven gear assembly 430 can be activated in a
second direction (e.g. , clockwise in FIG . 14 ) to rotate the
tote dock 414 from the dispensing position back to the
loading position or stopping at any location therebetween .
[0095 ] The retentions tabs 426A , 426B can also act as a

rotation limiting /stopping mechanism . In the illustrated
example , each of the tote docks 414 includes a first pair of
stopping shoulders 431A (FIG . 15A ), with one located at
each end of the first guide channel 424A , and a second pair
of stopping shoulders 431B (FIG . 15B ), with one located at
each end of the second guide channel 424B . During rotation
of the tote dock 414 in a first direction ( e.g., clockwise in
FIG . 14 ), the stopping shoulders 431A and 431B at the top
of the tote dock 414 ( e.g., in FIG . 15A ) will abut the rotation
stop (e.g., the retentions tabs 426A , 426B to the right in FIG .
17 ) at a predetermined rotational distance and thereby limit
rotation of the tote dock in the first direction . Conversely,
when the tote dock 414 is rotated in a second direction (e.g.,
counterclockwise in FIG . 14 ) the stopping shoulders 431A
and 431B at the bottom of the tote dock 414 (e.g., in FIG .
15A ) will abut the rotation stop (e.g., the retentions tabs
426A , 426B to the left in FIG . 17 ) at a predetermined
rotational distance and thereby limit rotation of the tote dock
in the second direction . Rotation of the tote docks 414 can
also / alternatively be regulated through modulation of a
corresponding drive mechanism 430. While the tote docks
414A -414D may be driven independently by separate
motors 434 according to some embodiments, according to
some embodiments, in single motormay be used to drive all
tote docks 414A -414D simultaneously .
[0096 ] Referring again to FIGS. 15A and 15B , the drum
shaped dock body 428 of the tote dock 414 includes a tote
pocket 440 that is shaped and sized to slidably receive
therein one of the coin totes 410. Lateral guide walls 444A
and 444B of the tote pocket 440 help to direct the coin tote
410 as it is being inserted into or retracted from the tote dock

414. For at least some embodiments, this tote pocket 440 is
provided with a contoured inside surface 441 with one or
more geometric features , such as a distinctly shaped shelf
443. This shelf 443 will seat thereon a corresponding
overhang 463 of the coin tote 410 such that the contoured
inside surface 441 will lie flush against a complementary
contoured wall 462 of the tote's rigid polymeric body 460
(FIGS. 18A and 18B ). The mating of these structural fea
tures helps to ensure the proper orientation of the coin tote
410 when inserted into the tote pocket 440 as the contoured

wall 441 and shelf 443 will prevent the coin tote 410 from
being seated completely inside the tote dock 414 unless it is

properly oriented ( e.g., with the topside facing up and the
coin hole 465 (FIG . 18B ) being presented with the leading
end). Likewise, the contoured surface 441 and/or shelf 443
of the tote dock 414 can be distinctly shaped and/or sized to
only mate with those coin totes of a particular denomination
that have a contoured wall 463 and overhang 463 sized and
shaped to mate with that tote dock 414. A spring loaded latch
mechanism 446 on the floor of the tote pocket 440 will
engage a corresponding slot in the base of the coin tote 410
when the tote is properly oriented and completely seated
inside the tote dock 414 .

[0097 ] With reference to FIG . 16 , each tote dock 414 is

outfitted with an automated coin disk assembly or HIMECS
dispenser 450 that is selectively actuable to separates coins
received from a docked coin tote 410 through coin hole 465
such that coins are transmitted , one at a time, from the coin
tote 410 out of a coin channel 451 in the tote dock 414 (not
shown in FIGS. 15A and 15B but is visible in FIG . 15C ) to
the coin slot 423 of a tote docking station 418. Automated
coin disk assembly 450 includes a coin rotor 452 that is
rotatably mounted to a disk motor 454 via a bezel 456. The
disk motor 454 and , thus, the coin rotor 452 are mounted to

a roof deck 433 of the drum -shaped tote dock body 428. The
coin rotor 452 has plural disc -shaped openings 453 that
receive therein coins from a docketed coin tote 410. When
the tote dock 414 is inverted (e.g., as seen in FIG . 15B )
through operation of the docking station 418 , the disk motor
454 is selectively actuable to rotate the coin rotor 452 .
Spinning the coin rotor 452 operates to sequentially pull
coins from a docked coin tote 410 that has been inverted , and
transmit coins, on a piecemeal basis , to through the slot 423 .
[0098] According to some embodiments , the tote docking
station 418 includes an array electrical contacts 458 that
electrically couples with first and second electrical contact
pads 470 and 472 when the tote dock 414 is rotated to first
and second predetermined dock orientations, respectively.
For instance , rotation of the tote dock 414 to a first prede
termined orientation ( e.g., as seen in FIG . 15B ) mates the
first electrical contact pad 470 with the array of electrical
contacts 458 , which operates to selectively actuate the disk
motor 454 of the coin disk assembly 450.Rotation of the tote
dock 414 to a second predetermined orientation ( e.g. , as seen
in FIG . 15A ), on the other hand , mates the second electrical
contact pad 472 with the array of electrical contacts 458 such
that coin data is transferrable from a coin sensor. This coin

data may include, for example: (1) the presence/absence/

type of a coin tote docked in the tote dock 414 ; (2 ) the

presence /absence of coins in a coin tote docked in the tote
dock 414 ; (3 ) a tote full condition of a coin tote docked in
the tote dock 414 .
[0099 ] FIG . 15C is a bottom perspective view of an

alternative embodiment of a tote dock or drum 414 ' similar
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in operation and construction to tote dock 414 described
above. FIG . 16A is a bottom perspective view of an alter
native embodiment of automated coin disk assembly or
HIMECS dispenser 450' similar in operation and construc
tion to automated coin disk assembly or HIMECS dispenser
450 described above. FIG . 17A is a perspective view of an
alternative embodimentof tote docking station or cradle 418 '
similar in operation and construction to tote docking station
or cradle 418 described above . Only the differences from
tote dock 414 , automated coin disk assembly or HIMECS
dispenser 450 , and docking station or cradle 418 will be
described . The tote docking station 418 'has an infrared (IR )
transmitter 480 that generates and projects an infrared (IR )
beam generally upward as view in FIG . 17A . Adjacent to the
IR transmitter 480 is an infrared ( IR ) detector 481. The array
of five electrical contacts 458 of tote docking station 418 in
FIG . 17 is replaced with an array of two electrical contacts
458' in tote docking station 418 '. The tote dock 414 ' an
aperture 492 to allow infrared beam generated by IR trans
mitter 480 and reflected to IR detector 481 to pass there
through . Electrical contact pad 470 of tote dock 414 is
replaced with an electrical contact pad 470 " on tote dock
414'. Turning to FIG . 16C , automated coin disk assembly
450'has a coin counting assembly 497 comprises a reflective
surface 493 mounted on an arm 494 of a base 495 which
pivots about axis 496 .
[0100 ] In operation, when the tote dock 414 ' is rotated into
a coin dispensing position (as is FIG . 15B ), the IR beam
proceeds from the IR transmitter 480 and through the hole
or aperture 492 in the tote dock 414 '. When the arm 494 is
an outward extending position (as shown in FIG . 16A ), the
IR beam strikes the reflective surface 493 and is reflected
back through the aperture 492 and is detected by IR detector
481. When the arm 494 and the reflective surface 493 are
positioned inboard of a side wall 498 of the disk motor 454 ,
the IR beam is not reflected back to the IR detector 481. A
processor controls the coin counting assembly 497 so that it
rotates to an inward extending position every time a coin is
passed through the slot 423 such that the arm 494 and the
reflective surface 493 are positioned inboard of a side wall
498 of the disk motor 454 ; but otherwise, rotates it to the
outward extending position . The rotation and position of the
coin counting assembly 497 is controlled by a motor coupled
to base 495. Accordingly, the IR detector 481 can count
every time a coin is dispensed through slot 423 by detecting
each time it does not detect the IR beam when the tote dock
414' is in the dispensing position .
[0101 ] Turning back to FIG . 14 , the coin till assembly 404
includes a rigid outer till housing 474 with a plurality of coin
funnels 476A -476D stowed inside the till housing 474.
Shown hanging from the top of the till housing 474 , each
coin funnel 476A -476D has removably mounted at a narrow
bottom end thereof one of the coin cylinders 412A -412D ,
respectively . A row of coin chutes 478A -478D functionally
and mechanically attaches the till housing 474 to the dis
penser assembly housing 416. Each coin chute 478A -478D
receives coins from a respective coin tote 410A -410D that
are transmitted through a respective tote dock 414A -414D
and docking station 418A -418D , and direct those coins ,
under the force of gravity , into one of the coin containers
412A -412D through one of the coin funnels 478A -478D .
[0102 ] For at least some configurations, the handheld coin
totes 410A -410D of FIG . 14 are substantially structurally
similar; thus, for brevity and conciseness , common features

of these coin totes 410A -410D will be described with

respect to the handheld coin tote 410 presented in FIGS. 18A
and 18B . Along the same lines , the handheld coin tote 410
presented in FIGS. 18A and 18B can share features and
options with the handheld coin tote 310 discussed above
with respect to FIG . 12A , and vice versa. Coin tote 410 of
FIGS. 18A and 18B , for example, includes a rigid polymeric
body 460 with integrally formed bottom and top portions
464 and 466 , respectively. Similar to the tote 310, handheld
coin tote 410 can be shaped and sized to securely seat in the
tote drawer 308 presented in FIGS . 8 and 12. In addition , a
top wall of the top portion 466 of the tote body 460 defines
therethrough a coin hole 465 which is covered by a tote lid
468 that is hinged to the tote body 460. The coin tote 410
may also have a rigid bar 2088 extending from one side of
the tote to the other below the opening 465. This bar will be
described more below in connection with FIG . 20D .

[0103] The coin totes 410A - 410D can be configured to

stow a predetermined quantity of a selected coin denomi
nation . By way of non - limiting example, first (penny ) tote
410A can be sized to hold approximately 2400-2500 coins
(about 50 rolls of pennies); second (nickel) coin tote 410B

can be sized to hold approximately 1500-1600 coins (about
37-40 rolls of nickels ); third (dime) coin tote 410C can be
sized to hold approximately 2500-3000 coins (about 50-60
rolls of dimes); and fourth ( quarter) coin tote 410D can be
sized to hold approximately 1100-1200 coins (about 30 rolls

of quarters). As indicated above, each tote 410 is individu
ally removable from and insertable into the tote drawer 308
and the coin -recycling dispenser assembly 402. It is desir
able , for at least some applications, that the coin tote 410 be
configured to inserted and removed at any time, whether
full, partially full , or empty . As shown , the tote body 460 is
ergonomic, robust and easy to carrying . The tote lid 468 can
be locked, for example , with a security tie wrap . For at least

some embodiments, the coin tote 410 must withstand drops

from at least approximately 4 ft high without fracturing or
loosing coins. For at least some embodiments , the coin tote
410 , when fill, is not to exceed approximately 20 pounds or,
for some embodiments, not to exceed approximately 17

pounds or, for some embodiments, weighs about 14-16.5 lbs.
The total envelope dimensions for at least some configura
tions is about 4.5 inches by about 8 inches by about 53/8
inches .

[0104 ] FIGS. 19A and 19B show a coin bag 500 for
storing a plurality of coins. The coin bag includes an at least
partially transparent and flexible polymeric body 502 with a
first ( top ) end having an opening 504 configured to receive

therethrough plural coins, and a seal 506 for securing close

the opening in the first end . A second end of the coin bag
body 502 has a frangible portion 508 that can be manually
opened such that coins can be emptied from the coin bag 500
through the opened frangible portion 508. Utilizing this
specially designed coin bag 500, obstacles are removed for
retailers and other businesses needing prepackaged coin .
The bag 500 is designed for uniformity , visibility , durability,
validity, is also tamper evident, easy to open and low cost.
The coin bag 500 shape and size can be the same for all
denominations. Coins are visible through the transparent/
partially transparent body 502 and, thus, it is easier to verify
the contents and denomination of the bag 500. Strong
polymeric body 502 is durable to withstand drop tests . The
coin bag 500 is also provided with tamper indicators to show
signs of tampering and reduce likelihood of theft. The coin
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bag 500 is relatively inexpensive (e.g., lower cost than paper

rolls). The coin bag 500 eliminates the need for special
automated coin wrapping machines to create coin rolls in a
format that is acceptable to the retailer. According to some
embodiments, coin cylinders 412A -412D of FIG . 14 can be
removed and replaced with coin bags 500. One such coin
bag 500 is illustrated in FIG . 14 coupled to coin funnel 476E
such as by a bag clamp. According to some embodiments ,
coin cylinders 412A -412D of FIG . 14 can be removed and
replaced with coin wrappers such as paper coin wrappers .
Coins are dispensed into and stacked in the coin wrappers .
[0105 ] Turning to FIGS. 20A and 20B , four coin totes
2010A -2010D are positioned in a tote drawer 2008. Each of
the coin totes 2010A - 2010D are similar to coin totes 310A
310D and coin totes 410A -410D described above and have

a tote body 2050 having an upper portion 2054. Similarly ,
tote drawer 2008 is similar to tote drawer 308 described
above . Each coin tote 2010A - 2010D has a coin hole 2065
and a tote lid 2068. Each coin tote 2010A -2010D has a

plurality of openings or infrared transparent regions 2040A
2040D located in top portions 2054 of the tote body 2050
near the coin hole 2065 (note only one opening 2040 in
visible in each tote 2010 ). When the coin totes 2010A
2010D are positioned in the tote drawer 2008 , the openings
or infrared transparent regions 2040A -2040D are lined up
along a common axis 2090 .
[0106 ] When the tote drawer 2008 is positioned in an

operable position such as the position 308A of tote drawer

308 in the coin depositing and recycling unit (CDR Unit )

300 of FIG . 8 , an infrared source 2020 is positioned adjacent
to an opening 2040A in a first coin tote 2010A and an
infrared receiver or sensor 2030 is positioned adjacent to an
opening 2040D in a fourth coin tote 2010D . When all tote
lids 2068 are in the open position , an infrared light beam
travels from the infrared source 2020 along the common axis
2090 and is sensed by infrared sensor 2030 .

[0107 ] Each tote lids 2068 has an infrared opaque flange
2068X . When a tote lid 2068 is positioned in its closed
position (as seen in FIG . 20B for coin tote 2010D ), the
infrared opaque flange 2068X is positioned so to traverse
and block the common axis 2090 and the infrared beam

emitting from the infrared light source 2020. Similarly , if
enough coins are received in a coin tote 2010A - 2010D , they
will be piled high enough so a coin blocks the common axis
2090 and the infrared beam emitting from the infrared light
source 2020 .
[0108 ] Thus, according to some embodiments , whether
any coin totes 2010A - 2010D have a lid 2068 in a closed
position can be determined using a single infrared source

2020 and a single infrared sensor 2030. Likewise , according
to some embodiments , whether any coin totes 2010A -2010D
have coins piled herein above a certain height can be
determined using the same single infrared source 2020 and
the same single infrared sensor 2030. According to some
embodiments, if the infrared sensor 2030 stops detecting the
infrared light beam from the infrared source 2020 , a con

troller communicatively coupled to the infrared sensor 2030
sends a signal setting a full coin tote condition status in a
memory communicatively coupled to the controller that in
turn causes a controller or CPU to halt the coin sorter such

as by halting the rotatable disk 214 shown in FIG . 6 in the
coin processing machine 10 , 1020 , 1030 of FIGS . 1-3 or
coin processing machine 100 of FIG . 4 or coin depositing
and recycling unit 300 of FIG . 8. Thus , the infrared sensor

2030 can detect a coin tote full condition by detecting when
a coin tote has a pile of coins therein that a stacked so high
as to interrupt of the infrared light beam , which in turn can
be used to prevent coins from overfilling a coin tote 2010A
2010D .

[0109 ] Similarly, if an attendant loads coin totes 2010A

2010D onto the coin drawer 2008 and forgets to open a tote
lid 2068 of any coin tote 2010A -2010D , the infrared sensor

2030 will detect this condition and prevent the coin pro

cessing machine or system , or coin depositing and recycling
unit from starting .
[0110 ] Turning to FIG . 20C , the coin drawer 2008 of
FIGS. 20A and 20B is shown with one coin tote 2010D
removed . The tote drawer 2008 includes a base 2044 with a

plurality of coin tote compartments 2046 , which are por
trayed in FIG . 20C as generally rectangular compartments ,
for properly orienting and securing in place the totes 2010A
D. Adjacent compartments 2046 are separated by compart
ment partitions 2046A . A coin presence inductive coil 2082 ,
a tote presence inductive coil 2084 and an electrostatic
discharge (ESD ) bleedoff post 2086 are illustrated posi
tioned adjacent to the base 2044 in the open compartment
2046. According to some embodiments, each compartment
(four such compartments are illustrated in FIGS. 20A -20C ),
has a coin presence inductive coil 2082, a tote presence
inductive coil 2084 and an electrostatic discharge ( ESD )
bleedoff post 2086 although these features are only visible in
the open compartment illustrated in FIG . 20C .

[0111] Each coin tote 2010A - 2010D has a small piece of

metal ( like a rivet or something similar ) imbedded into or
coupled to the bottom wall of the tote 2010A - 2010D .
According to someembodiments , the small piece ofmetal is
imbedded into or coupled to a wall of each tote 2010A
2010D in a location such that when a tote 2010A -2010D is

seated in a coin tote compartment 2046 the metal is posi

tioned adjacent the tote presence inductive coil 2084 of the

compartment. The tote presence inductive coil 2084 in each
compartment 2046 can sense if a coin tote 2010A - 2010D

has been seated in a corresponding compartment 2046 by
sensing the presence of the metal imbedded into or coupled
to the bottom of a corresponding coin tote 2010A -2010D .
Accordingly, if an attendant forgets to place all coin totes
2010A - 2010D in the tote drawer 2008 in the machine , the

tote presence inductive coils 2084 detect that one or more

coin totes 2010A - 2010D are missing which in turn can be
used to prevent the machine from operating . For example ,
when a tote presence inductive coils 2084 detect that one of
coin totes 2010A - 2010D is missing , a missing coin tote
condition status can be set in a memory and when all tote
presence inductive coils 2084 detect that all coin totes

2010A -2010D have been seated in the corresponding com

partments 2046 , the missing coin tote condition status can be
cleared in memory . If the missing coin tote condition status
is set in memory, then a controller or CPU controlling the
operation of the coin sorter can detect this condition and
prevent the coin sorter from being restarted or if the coin
sorter is running to stop its operation .
[0112 ] The coin presence inductive coil 2082 which may
be an eddy current sensor can detect if at least one coin is

present within a corresponding coin tote 2010A -2010D
seated in a corresponding compartment 2046 of the coin

drawer 2008. Each coin presence sensor 2082 detects coins
in an adjacent coin tote 2010A - 2010D through the plastic
body of the coin tote 2010A -2010D . After a full tote
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condition has occurred (such aswhen coins within one of the

coin totes 2010A -2010D blocks infrared light from reaching
infrared sensor 2030 and the associated coin sorter, system ,
machine or unit ( e.g., 10 , 1020 , 1030 , 100 , 300 ) halts
operation , a controller coupled to the coin presence induc
tive coil can sense if a coin tote reinserted into the corre
sponding compartment 2046 is empty of coins. If so , the
controller can send a signal to the system controller or CPU
to automatically clear the corresponding full coin tote con
dition status and in some embodiments setting an empty tote
condition status in a communicatively coupled memory .
[0113] The information obtainable from the infrared sen
sor 2030 , the coin presence inductive coils 2082, and the tote
presence inductive coils 2084 can be used to determine
various conditions regarding the state of the machine . For
example , if an empty coin tote is installed in one of the

compartments 2046 with its lid closed , a corresponding tote
presence inductive coil 2084 can detect the presence of the
coin tote 2010A - 2010D , the corresponding coin presence

inductive coil 2082 can detect that there are no coins on the

coin tote 2010A - 2010D , but the infrared sensor 2030 will

fail to detect the infrared light beam because the infrared
opaque flange 2068X of the closed lid will block the infrared
light beam from reaching the infrared sensor 2030. This
combination of conditions can be used to determine that an
empty container has been placed in the machine with its lid
closed and a corresponding error condition status can be set
in the memory . The presence of this error condition can be
used to display an appropriate error condition warning to a
user of the machine such as via a displayed message on a
display and /or an audible warning generated using a speaker.
Likewise, the presence of the error condition can be used by
an associated controller or CPU to prevent the machine from
being started.

[0114 ] Each of the ESD bleedoff posts 2086 acts a ground
for static electricity present on incoming coins deposited
into a corresponding coin tote 2010A - 2010D . Each post
2086 extends through a hole in the floor of each coin tote

2010A - 2010D . Each post 2086 also provides a secondary
benefit of acting as an additional alignment point for install

ing the coin totes 2010A -2010D into the compartments
2046 .

[0115 ] As shown in FIG . 20D , each coin tote 2010A

2010D has a metal bar 2088 spanning the interior width of
each coin tote 2010A - 2010D . As better illustrated in FIG .
18B , each metal bar 2088 is positioned below the coin hole
2065 , 465 of the corresponding coin tote 2010A - 2010D ,
410. The metal bar 2088 adds some structural integrity to

each coin tote 2010A - 2010D , 410. Additionally , when each
coin tote 2010A - 2010D ,410 is inserted into a corresponding
tote dock 414A -414D of the coin -recycling assembly 402 of

ment 2046B . The coin tote compartments 2046B are similar

to coin tote compartments 2046 discussed above . Although

not illustrated in FIG . 20E (but illustrated in FIGS. 22A and
22A ), the coin drawer 2008 has a ninth inductive sensor
2083 located outside of the coin tote compartments 2046,
2046B which may be used as a calibration sensor to calibrate

the inductive sensors 2082 , 2084. According to some
arranged linearly along a single printed circuit board (PCB ).
embodiments, the nine inductive sensors 2082-2084 are

The inductive sensors 2082, 2084 of coin drawer 2108
operate in the samemanner as discussed above in connec
tion with coin drawer 2008 .

[0117 ] FIGS . 21A and 21B are perspective view illustra
tions of selected components of a representative coin depos
iting and recycling unit (“ CDR Unit” ) 2100 in accord with
aspects of the present disclosure . The CDR Unit 2100 is
similar to the CDR Unit 300 that discussed above such as in

conjunction with FIG . 8 and similar numbering with be used
for similar components. The CDR Unit 2100 portrayed in
FIGS. 21A and 21B includes a base plate 2102 similar to
base plate 302 that is positioned underneath the disk - type

coin processing unit 200, disposed over a coin -mixing
manifold
(not shown) similar to coin -mixing manifold 304 .
Handheld coin totes 2110A -2110D similar to handheld coin
totes 410 ( FIGS. 18A - 18B ) are shown seated in tote
drawer 2108 similar to tote drawer 308 (see FIGS. 8 and 12 ).

The CDR Unit 2100 has a housing or cabinet 2190 having

a door 2192. According to some embodiments , the door
2192 may have a lock thereby permitting the door 2192 to
be closed and locked so as to inhibit access inside the

cabinet. Likewise , the drawer 2108 may have a lock 2108A
thereby permitting the drawer 2108 to be closed and locked
so as to inhibit or prevent the drawer 2108 being retracted
from its operational position shown in FIG . 21B . The drawer
2108 is shown in a retracted position in FIG . 21A whereat
coin totes 2110A - 2110D may be accessed by an operator and
inserted and / or removed from the drawer 2108. Inside the
cabinet 2190 is a coin bin storage area 2194 sized to
accommodate one or more coin bins 110A , 110B ( see FIGS.
4 and 5 ). In FIG . 21A a plate 2196 is shown which cover

some of the interior components of the CDR Unit 2100. For
illustration purposes, this plate 2196 has been removed in
FIG . 21B . According to some embodiments, the door 2192
of the CDR Unite 2100 has an opening 2180 which is lined
up with an opening 2182 of a reject coin bin 2184 when the
door 2192 is in a closed position . The openings 2180 and
2182 permit an operator to reach into the reject coin bin and
withdraw any coins rejected by the diverting pin 242 of the
sorting head 212 (see FIG . 7 ) into a coin reject tube. The
CDR Unit 300 discussed above may have a similar cabinet
2190, cabinet door 2192, and tote drawer 2108 to that

FIG . 14 and turned upside down for dispensing , the bar 2088
takes the weight of some of the coins in the coin tote
2010A -2010D , and thereby takes some weight and /or pres
sure off ofthe rotating coin rotor 452 (see FIGS. 15B and 16 )
of the coin -recycling assembly 402. By taking some weight
and /or pressure off of the coin rotor 452 jamming of the
dispenser near the coin rotors 452 is reduced and failure of
the disk motors 454 due to overwork may also be reduced .
[0116 ] FIG . 20E is a perspective view of a coin drawer

described in conjunction with FIGS. 21A and 21B .
[0118 ] FIGS. 22A and 22B illustrate a top view and a
perspective view , respectively , of portions of a CDR Unit
2200 similar to CDR Units 300 and 2100 described above
and similar numbering with be used for similar components .
As described above , the CDR Unit 2000 further includes a
tote drawer 2108 , which carries a variety of handheld coin

removed . As with coin drawer 2008, coin drawer 2108 has
two inductive sensors 2082 , 2084 and an electrostatic dis

chutes 312A - 312D discussed above. Adjacent the tote
drawer 2108 and coin totes 2110A -2110D is a conveyor belt

2108 similar to coin drawer 2008 but with all coin totes
charge (ESD ) bleedoff post 2086 in each coin tote compart

totes 2110A - 2110D , as well as an assortment of tote chutes

2212A -2212D positioned above the totes 2110A - 2110D .
The tote chutes 2212A - 2212D are the same or similar to tote

assembly , designated generally as 2214 , all of which are
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located underneath the base plate 2102 , not shown in FIGS.
22A and 22B - see, e.g, FIGS. 21A , 21B and base plate 302
shown in FIGS . 8-10 . The base plate 2102 may be the same
or similar to base late 302. The illustrated example is shown

comprising four coin totes with four corresponding chutes ;
nevertheless , it is within the scope and spirit of this disclo
sure to incorporate greater or fewer than four totes and
chutes into the CDR Unit 2200. For example , another
drawer 2108 holding an additional four coin totes 2110 may
be positioned on the right side of the cabinet and receive
coins through the rightmost apertures or coin ports 316A in
base plate 302 ( see FIGS. 8-10 ) via tote chutes similar to tote
chutes 2212A -2212D . The conveyor belt assembly 2214
operates the same as described above in conjunction with
conveyor belt assembly 314 and is configured coins received
from manifold 2204 into either of two coins bins 110A ,
110B positioned below the outlet plenums 2220A , 2220B of
the manifold 2204. Outlet plenums 2220A , 2220B may be
the same or similar to outlet plenum 320 discussed above .
[0119 ] FIGS. 23A - 23C illustrate a top view , a perspective
view , and another perspective view , respectively, ofportions
of a CDR Unit 2300 similar to CDR Units 300 , 2100 , and
2200 described above and similar numbering with be used
for similar components . In generally CDR Unit 2300 is the
same as CDR Unit 2200 except that the CDR Unit 2300 is
configured to deliver coins from a mixed coin manifold 2204
into a single coin bin 110A via a single outlet plenum 2320 .
The conveyor belt assembly 2214 has been omitted in the
CDR Unit 2300. A base plate 2302 which may be the same
or similar to base plate 302 is illustrated in FIG . 23C .
Although not shown in FIGS . 22A - 22B , the same base plate
2302 may be used in conjunction with CDR Unit 2200 .
[0120 ] Coin bins 2110A and 110B (FIGS . 4 and 5 ), and
supports thereon a plurality of automated coin chutes 306 .
While there are four automated coin chutes 306 shown in
FIG . 8 , the illustrated example can include as few as one and
as many as eight ( or potentially more ) automated coin chutes
306 depending, for example , on the intended application and
design requirements of the CDR Unit 300 .

[0121] FIG . 24 is a block diagram of selected components

of a coin depositing and recycling unit (“CDR Unit” ) 2400
such as CDR Units 300, 2100 , 2200, 2300. The CDR Unit
2400 has a processor or CPU 2448 powered by a power
supply 2402 coupled thereto . The power supply 2402 is
coupled to a power source 2406 such as an electrical outlet
via a switch 2404. The CDR Unit 2400 illustrated has four
coin totes 2010A -2010D as well as an infrared light source
2020 , infrared receiver or sensor 2030 as described above .
The CDR Unit 2400 illustrated also has a conveyer belt
assembly 2414 such as conveyor belt assemblies 314 and
2214 described above . The conveyor belt assembly is selec
tively driven by a motor 2412. The position of the conveyor
belt assembly is monitored by an optical sensor 2420. The
motor 2412 and the optical sensor 2420 are coupled to a
processor 2410 which controls the operation of the motor
2412 and receives and interprets signals from the optical
sensor 2420. The processor 2410 is communicatively
coupled to both the CPU 2448 and another processor 2450.
The processor 2450 is coupled to the infrared light source
2020 and the infrared receiver or sensor 2030. The processor
2450 controls the IR light source 2020 and receives data
signals from the IR sensor 2030 and interprets those data
signals. The processor 2450 is also communicatively
coupled to the CPU 2448 via a port 2449. The communi

cations between the components can be made via hard wire

and /or wirelessly . While an exemplary block diagram is
provided , the exact configuration can be altered without
departing from the spirit of the present disclosure . For
example , the functionality of the three processors 2448 ,
2410, and 2450 could be combined into one or two proces
sors or distributed to additional processors .
[0122 ] FIG . 25 is a block diagram of selected components
of a coin -recycling system 2500 such as coin - recycling
system 400. The coin -recycling system 2500 has a processor
or CPU 2548 powered by a power supply 2502 coupled
thereto . The power supply 2502 is coupled to a power source
2506 such as an electrical outlet via a switch 2504. The CPU
2548 is communicatively coupled to an input/output device

2520 such as a display and/or touchscreen , and may also be
communicatively coupled to a printer 2522 and /or a scanner/
reader 2524 such as via USB ports 2532. The coin -recycling
system 2500 also comprises a plurality of tote docks or
drums414A -414D and a plurality of associated tote docking
stations or cradles 418A -418D as described above . The tote
docking stations 418A - 418D communicatively coupled to
the CPU 2548. The CPU 2548 may also have a WiFi
interface for wireless communication . Each tote dock 414

comprises an automated coin disk assembly or HIMECS
dispenser 450' and a plurality of contacts 470' such as two
contacts as describe above . Each tote dock 414 also com

prises a target 2582.

[0123] Each corresponding tote docking station 418 com
prises a motor 434 , a plurality of contacts 458' such as two
contacts , a limit sensor 2584 , and a count sensor 2586 , all
communicatively coupled to a processor 2550. Each pro

cessor 2550 is communicatively coupled to the CPU 2548 .
According to some embodiments , when contacts 458 ' and
470' are in physical contact, an electrical circuit is completed
and power to drive the automated coin disk assembly or
HIMECS dispenser 450' is supplied to the automated coin
disk assembly 450' from the tote docking station 418
through the contacts 458', 470 '. The communications
between the components can be made via hard wire and /or

wirelessly . While an exemplary block diagram is provided ,
the exact configuration can be altered without departing
from the spirit of the present disclosure . For example, the

functionality of the three processors 2548 and 2450 could be
combined into fewer or distributed to more processors .
ALTERNATIVE EMBODIMENTS

Embodiment 1

[0124 ] A currency processing system comprising: a hous
ing with a coin input area configured to receive a batch of
coins ; a plurality of coin receptacles operatively coupled to

the housing, the plurality of coin receptacles including a

coin -recycling receptacle and a coin - depositing receptacle; a
disk -type coin processing unit operatively coupled to the
coin input area and the coin receptacles to transfer coins
therebetween , the coin processing unit including : a rotatable
disk configured to impart motion to a plurality of the coins,
and a sorting head having a lower surface generally parallel
to and at least partially spaced from the rotatable disk , the
lower surface forming a plurality of shaped regions config
ured to guide the coins, under the motion imparted by the
rotatable disk , to a plurality of exit channels configured to
sort and discharge the coins through a plurality of exit
stations; and an automated coin chute with an input passage
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connected to coin -recycling and coin - depositing output pas
sages, the automated coin chute including a movable
diverter plate configured to selectively transition between a
first position , whereby coins received from one of the exit
stations of the disk - type coin processing unit by the input
passage are redirected through the coin - recycling output
passage to the coin - recycling receptacle , and a second
position , whereby coins received by the input passage from
the one exit station are redirected through the coin -depos
iting output passage to the coin - depositing receptacle .
Embodiment 2

[0125 ] The currency processing system of embodiment 1,
wherein the automated coin chute comprises a chute housing
defining therein the input passage , the coin -recycling pas
sage , and the coin - depositing passage .
Embodiment 3

[0126 ] The currency processing system of embodiment 2 ,
wherein the movable diverter plate is rotatably mounted on
a diverter shaft inside of the chute housing .
Embodiment

[0127 ] The currency processing system of embodiment 3 ,
wherein the automated coin chute further comprises a motor
connected to the diverter shaft , the motor being selectively
actuable to transition the diverter plate between the first and
second positions.
Embodiment 5

[0128 ] The currency processing system of embodiment 1,
further comprising a base plate disposed between the disk
type coin processing unit and the plurality of coin recep
tacles , the base plate defining therethrough coin -recycling
and coin -depositing ports, wherein the automated coin chute
is mounted to the base plate with the coin - recycling and
coin -depositing output passages aligned with the coin -recy

cling and coin -depositing ports , respectively.
Embodiment 6

[0129 ] The currency processing system of embodiment 5,

wherein the coin -recycling ports are spaced circumferen
tially about the coin processing unit a first radial distance
from the center of the rotatable disk , and the coin -depositing
ports are spaced circumferentially about the coin processing

unit a second radial distance , distinct from the first radial
distance, from the center of the rotatable disk .
Embodiment 7

[0130 ] The currency processing system of embodiment 5 ,

wherein the disk - type coin processing unit is mounted on the
base plate adjacent the automated coin chute.
Embodiment 8

[0131 ] The currency processing system of embodiment 1 ,
further comprising a plurality of the automated coin chutes ,
the respective input passage of each of the automated coin
chutes being coupled to only one of the exit stations of the
disk -type coin processing unit to receive coins therefrom .

Embodiment 9

[0132 ] The currency processing system of embodiment 8 ,
wherein the coin receptacles include a plurality of coin
recycling receptacles, and wherein each of the automated
coin chutes is operable to divert coins received from the coin
processing unit to only one of the coin -recycling receptacles .
Embodiment 10

[0133] The currency processing system of embodiment 8 ,

wherein all of the automated coin chutes are operable to
divert coins received from the coin processing unit to the

coin - depositing receptacle .

Embodiment 11

[0134 ] The currency processing system of embodiment 1 ,
further comprising a coin -mixing manifold configured to
receive coins sorted by the disk -type coin processing unit ,
combine the sorted coins, and direct the combined coins to
the coin -depositing receptacle .
Embodiment 12

[0135 ] The currency processing system of embodiment
11 , wherein the automated coin chute diverts coins received

by the input passage from the one exit station to the

coin - depositing receptacle via the coin -mixing manifold .
Embodiment 13

[0136 ] The currency processing system of embodiment 1,
wherein the coin -depositing receptacle includes first and
second coin bins disposed inside the housing .
Embodiment 14

[0137 ] The currency processing system of embodiment
13 , further comprising a conveyor belt assembly disposed
between the automated coin chute and the coin bins , the
conveyor belt assembly being configured to selectively
operate in a first direction, whereby coins received from the
automated coin chute are delivered to the first coin bin , and
a second direction , whereby coins received from the auto

mated coin chute are delivered to the second coin bin .
Embodiment 15

[0138 ] The currency processing system of embodiment 1,
wherein the coin -recycling receptacle comprises a plurality
of handheld coin totes removably stowed inside the housing .
Embodiment 16

[0139 ] The currency processing system of embodiment
15, wherein the handheld coin totes are removably seated
inside a tote drawer, the tote drawer being configured to
transition between a stowed position , whereat the tote
drawer is disposed at least substantially inside the housing ,
to an extracted position , whereat the tote drawer is disposed
at least partially outside the housing such that the coin totes
can be removed therefrom .

Embodiment 17

[0140 ] The currency processing system of embodiment
16 , wherein the tote drawer includes a base defining a
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plurality of tote compartments, each of the tote compart
ments being configured to receive therein a base portion of
one of the coin totes .

Embodiment 18

(0141] The currency processing system of embodiment
15 , wherein each of the coin totes includes a first electrical
contact configured to cooperate with a system interface
contact to thereby communicate to a system controller a
signal indicative of a presence of the coin tote in the tote
drawer .

Embodiment 19

[0142 ] The currency processing system of embodiment
15 , wherein each of the coin totes includes a second elec
trical contact configured to cooperate with a system interface
contact to thereby communicate to a system controller a
signal indicating a full coin tote in the tote drawer.

depositing receptacle, and a plurality of coin -recycling

receptacles, each of the coin -recycling receptacles being
associated with a single denomination of coin ; discharging
sorted coins from the coin processing unit through a plural
ity of exit stations, each ofthe exit stations being associated
with a single denomination of coin ; receiving coins from
each of the exit stations via one of a plurality of automated
coin chutes, each of the automated coin chutes including a
movable diverter plate configured to selectively transition
between a first position , whereby coins received from the
exit station are directed through a coin -recycling output
passage , and a second position , whereby coins received from
the exit station are directed through a coin -depositing output
passage; discharging coins from the coin -recycling output
passage of each of the automated coin chutes into a respec
tive one of the coin -recycling receptacles, and discharging
coins from the coin -depositing output passage of each of the
automated coin chutes into the at least one coin -depositing
receptacle .

Embodiment 20

Embodiment 24

[0143 ] The currency processing system of embodiment
15 , wherein each of the coin totes includes a third electrical
contact configured to cooperate with a system interface
contact to thereby communicate to a system controller a
signal indicating an empty coin tote in the tote drawer.

[0147] The method of embodiment 23 , wherein each of
the automated coin chutes comprises a chute housing defin
ing therein the coin - recycling passage and the coin -depos
iting passage .

Embodiment 21

[014 ] The currency processing system of embodiment

11, further comprising a plurality of sorted coin chutes , each
of the sorted coin chutes being configured to direct coins
received from the coin processing unit into a respective one
of the coin totes.

Embodiment 22

[0145 ] A self-service coin processing machine compris
ing : a housing with a coin input area configured to receive
coins; a plurality of coin receptacles removably positioned
inside the housing and configured to receive and store
processed coins, the plurality of coin receptacles including
a plurality of coin -recycling receptacles and a plurality of
coin -depositing receptacles ; a coin processing unit config
ured to receive coins from the coin input area, process the

Embodiment 25

[0148 ] The method of embodiment 25, wherein each of
the automated coin chutes further comprises a motor con
nected to the diverter shaft, the motor being selectively
actuable to transition the diverter plate between the first and

second positions.

Embodiment 26

[0149] The method of embodiment 23 , wherein the cur

rency processing machine further comprises a base plate
disposed between the coin processing unit and the coin
receptacles, the base plate defining therethrough coin -recy
cling and coin -depositing ports , wherein each of the auto
mated coin chutes is mounted to the base plate with the
coin - recycling and coin -depositing output passages aligned
with the coin -recycling and coin -depositing ports, respec
tively .

coins, and output the processed coins through coin exit
stations ; a plurality of automated coin chutes each having a
chute body defining an input passage connected to coin
recycling and coin -depositing output passages, each of the
automated coin chutes including a movable diverter plate
configured to selectively transition between a first position ,
whereby coins received by the input passage from a respec
tive one of the exit stations are redirected through the
coin - recycling output passage to a respective one of the
coin -recycling receptacles, and a second position , whereby
coins received by the input passage from the respective one

[0150 ] The method of embodiment 26 , wherein the coin
recycling ports are spaced circumferentially about the coin
processing unit a first radial distance from a center of the
unit, and the coin -depositing ports are spaced circumferen
tially about the coin processing unit a second radialdistance ,

receptacles.

processing unit is mounted on the base plate adjacent the
plurality of automated coin chutes.

of the exit stations are redirected through the coin -depositing
output passage to a respective one of the coin -depositing
Embodiment 23

[0146 ] A method of processing and recycling coins, the
method comprising : receiving a batch of mixed coins in a
currency processing machine comprising a coin processing
unit configured to sort received coins, at least one coin

Embodiment 27

distinct from the first radial distance, from the center of the

unit.

Embodiment 28

[0151] The method of embodiment 23, wherein the coin
Embodiment 29

[0152] The method of embodiment 23 , wherein the cur

rency processing machine further comprises a coin -mixing
manifold configured to receive coins sorted by the coin
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processing unit, recombine the sorted coins, and direct the
recombined coins to the at least one coin - depositing recep
tacle .

Embodiment 38

[0161] The method of embodiment 33 , wherein each of
housing includes a sixth electrical contact configured to
cooperate with the fifth electrical contact to thereby com
municate to a system controller a signal indicating an empty
the coin totes includes a fifth electrical contact, and the

Embodiment 30

[0153 ] The method of embodiment 29, wherein the plu
rality of automated coin chutes divert coins received from
the exit stations to the at least one coin -depositing receptacle
via the coin -mixing manifold .

coin tote in the drawer.

Embodiment 39

[0154 ] Themethod of embodiment 23 , wherein the at least
one coin -depositing receptacle includes first and second coin

[0162 ] The method of embodiment 23 , wherein the cur
rency processing machine further comprises a plurality of
sorted coin chutes, each of the sorted coin chutes being
configured to direct coins received from the coin processing
unit into a respective one of the coin totes .

Embodiment 32

Embodiment 40

[0155 ] The method of embodiment 31 , wherein the cur

[0163] A coin -recycling dispenser assembly for dispens
ing coins stowed in one or more coin totes into one or more
coin containers, the coin -recycling dispenser assembly com
prising: a housing with one or more tote docking stations ,
each of the tote docking stations including a guide mecha
nism and a drive mechanism ; one or more tote docks
coupled to the housing, each of the tote docks being rotat
ably coupled to one of the tote docking stations and con

Embodiment 31
bins.

rency processing machine further comprises a conveyor belt

assembly configured to selectively operate in a first direc
tion ,whereby coins received from the automated coin chutes
are delivered to the first coin bin , and a second direction ,

whereby coins received from the automated coin chutes are
delivered to the second coin bin .

Embodiment 33

[0156 ] The method of embodiment 23 , wherein the plu
rality of coin - recycling receptacles includes a plurality of

handheld coin totes removably mounted inside a housing of
the currency processing machine.
Embodiment 34

[0157 ] The method of embodiment 33 , wherein the hand
held coin totes are removably mounted to a tote drawer, the
tote drawer being configured to transition from a stowed
position , whereat the tote drawer is disposed at least sub
stantially inside the housing , to an extracted position ,
whereat the tote drawer is disposed at least partially outside
the housing such that the coin totes can be removed there
from .

Embodiment 35

[0158 ] The method of embodiment 34 , wherein the tote
ments , each of the tote compartments being configured to
receive therein a base portion of one of the coin totes.

drawer includes a base defining a plurality of tote compart
Embodiment 36

[0159 ] The method of embodiment 33 , wherein each of

the coin totes includes a first electrical contact, and the
housing includes a second electrical contact configured to

cooperate with the first electrical contact to thereby com

municate to a system controller a signal indicative of a
presence of the coin tote in the tote drawer.

figured to seat therein one of the coin totes, movement of
each of the tote docks being limited by the guide mecha
nism , wherein each of the drive mechanisms is selectively
actuable to rotate one of the tote docks between a loading

position , whereat the coin tote is removable from the tote
dock , and a dispensing position , whereat the coins stowed
inside the coin tote are dispensed , one at a time, into one of
the coin containers .

Embodiment 41

[0164 ] The coin -recycling dispenser assembly of embodi

ment 40 , wherein each of the guide mechanisms of the tote
docking stations includes a guide track , and each of the tote
docks includes a guide channel configured mate with the
guide track and thereby limit rectilinear movement of the
tote dock during rotation thereof.
Embodiment 42

[0165 ] The coin -recycling dispenser assembly of embodi

ment 41, wherein each of the guide tracks of the tote docking
stations includes a retention tab pressing against a flange of

the guide channel and thereby retaining the tote dock in
contact with the tote docking station .
Embodiment 43

[0166 ] The coin -recycling dispenser assembly of embodi

ment 41 , wherein each of the tote docks includes a drum

shaped body, the guide channel extending along the outer

circumference of the drum -shaped body.

Embodiment 37

[0160 ] The method of embodiment 33 , wherein each of
the coin totes includes a third electrical contact, and the
housing includes a fourth electrical contact configured to
cooperate with the third electrical contact to thereby com
municate to a system controller a signal indicating a full coin
tote in the tote drawer.

Embodiment 44

[0167] The coin -recycling dispenser assembly of embodi
ment 40 , wherein each of the guide mechanisms of the tote
docking stations includes a rotation stop , and each of the tote
docks includes a stopping shoulder configured to abut the

rotation stop and thereby limit rotation of the tote dock .
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Embodiment 45

(0168] The coin -recycling dispenser assembly of embodi
docking stations includes a motor-driven gear assembly , and
each of the tote docks includes a toothed track configured to
engage with the motor-driven gear assembly .

ment 40, wherein each of the drive mechanisms of the tote

Embodiment 46

[0169] The coin-recycling dispenser assembly of embodi

ment 45, wherein each of the tote docks includes a drum

shaped body, the toothed track extending along the outer

circumference of the drum -shaped body .
Embodiment 47

[0170] The coin -recycling dispenser assembly of embodi

ment 40 , wherein each of the tote docking stations includes
a coin slot configured to transmit coins, one at a time, to one

dock , the rotor having disc-shaped openings configured to
receive therein coins from the coin tote, the disk motor being
selectively actuable to rotate the rotor.
Embodiment 54

(0177 ] The coin -recycling dispenser assembly of embodi

ment 52 , wherein each of the tote docking stations includes
an array of electrical contacts and each of the tote docks
includes an electrical contact pad , wherein rotation of the
tote dock to a predetermined position mates the electrical
contact pad with the array of electrical contacts and thereby

selectively actuates the disk motor.

Embodiment 55

[0178 ] The coin - recycling dispenser assembly of embodi

ment 40 , wherein each of the tote docks includes a coin
sensor configured to count coins received from the coin tote .

of the coin containers .

Embodiment 48

[0171 ] The coin -recycling dispenser assembly of embodi
pocket configured to slidably receive therein one of the coin
ment 40 , wherein each of the tote docks includes a tote
totes .

Embodiment 56

[0179 ] The coin -recycling dispenser assembly of embodi
ment 55 , wherein each of the tote docking stations includes
an electrical contact pad , and each of the tote docks includes
an electrical contact, wherein rotation of the tote dock to a
predetermined position mates the electrical contact with the

electrical contact pad such that coin data is transferrable
Embodiment 49

[0172] The coin -recycling dispenser assembly of embodi

ment 48 , wherein each of the tote pockets includes a
contoured surface configured to lie flush against a comple
mentary contoured wall of a coin tote and thereby ensure
proper orientation of the coin tote when seated inside the tote
pocket.
Embodiment 50

[0173 ] The coin -recycling dispenser assembly of embodi
ment 40 , further comprising a coin till assembly with a till
housing and one or more coin funnels stowed inside the till
housing , each of the coin funnels having removably

mounted at a narrow end thereof one of the coin containers .
Embodiment 51

[0174 ] The coin -recycling dispenser assembly of embodi
ment 50 , wherein the coin till assembly further comprises
one or more coin chutes attaching the till housing to the
dispenser assembly housing , each of the coin chutes being
configured to direct coins, under the force of gravity , into
one of the coin containers through one of the coin funnels.
Embodiment 52

[0175 ] The coin - recycling dispenser assembly of embodi
mated coin disk assembly selectively actuable to separate
ment 40 , wherein each of the tote docks includes an auto

coins received from the coin tote such that coins are trans

mitted one at a time from the tote dock to the tote docking
station .

Embodiment 53

[0176 ] The coin -recycling dispenser assembly of embodi

ment 52 , wherein each of the coin disk assemblies includes
a disk motor and a rotor mounted to a roof deck of the tote

from the coin sensor.

Embodiment 57

[0180 ] A coin -recycling system comprising : an electronic

display device configured to display information and user
selectable options ; an electronic user input device config
ured to receive one or more user selections to control one or
more operations of the coin -recycling system ; a central
processing unit communicatively coupled to the electronic
display device and the electronic user input device; a plu
rality of hand -held coin totes , each of the hand -held coin
totes having a respective rigid tote body with a wall defining
a coin hole , and a lid attached to the tote body and config
ured to move between a first position , whereat the lid covers
the coin hole , and a second position , whereat the lid exposes
the coin hole such that coins can be passed therethrough ; a
coin till assembly with a till housing, a plurality of coin
chutes attached to the till housing, and a plurality of coin
funnels stowed inside the till housing , each of the coin

funnels having removably mounted at a narrow end thereof
a respective coin cylinder, and each of the coin chutes being
configured to direct coins, under the force of gravity, into a
respective one of the coin cylinders through one of the coin
funnels ; a dispenser assembly housing with a plurality of
tote docking stations, each of the tote docking stations
including a respective arcuate guide track with a rotation
stop and laterally spaced rails , a respective motor-driven
gear assembly , and a respective coin slot configured to
transmit coins, one at a time, to one of the coin chutes ; a

plurality of tote docks juxtaposed on the dispenser assembly

housing and rotatably coupled to a respective one of the tote
docking stations, each of the tote docks having a respective
tote pocket configured to removably seat therein one of the
coin totes, a respective stopping shoulder configured to mate

with the rotation stop and thereby limit rotation of the tote
dock , a respective pair of guide channels configured to mate
with the laterally spaced rails of the guide track and thereby
limit lateralmovement during rotation of the tote dock , and
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a respective coin disk configured to separate coins received
from the coin tote, and a respective toothed track engaged
with the motor-driven gear assembly, wherein each of the
motor-driven gear assemblies is selectively actuable to
rotate a respective one of the tote docks between a loading
position , whereat the coin tote is pushable into and remov
able from the tote dock , and a dispensing position , whereat
the coins stowed inside the coin tote are dispensed , one at a
time, from the tote dock , through the tote docking station , to

the coin till assembly and into one of the coin cylinders

through one of the coin funnels .

Embodiment 58

[0181 ] A coin bag for storing a plurality of coins, the coin
bag comprising : an at least partially transparent and flexible
polymeric body with a first end having an opening config
ured to receive therethrough plural coins, a seal for securing
close the opening in the first end , and a second end with a
frangible portion configured to be manually opened such
that coins can be emptied from the coin bag through the
opened frangible portion .
Embodiment 59

[0182 ] A coin tote drawer comprising: a plurality of coin
tote compartments , each tote compartment configured to
accommodate a coin tote therein , wherein each tote com
partment has at least two inductive sensors residing therein ;
wherein one of the inductive sensors in each compartment is
a coin presence inductive coil and wherein one of the
inductive sensors in each compartment is a tote presence
inductive coil; wherein each coin tote configured to be
accommodated in each compartment has a piece of metal
imbedded into or coupled to a wall of the coin tote; and
wherein the tote presence inductive coil in each compart
ment can sense if a coin tote has been positioned in a

corresponding compartment by sensing the presence of the
metal imbedded into or coupled to a corresponding coin tote .
Embodiment 60

[0183] The coin tote drawer of embodiment 59 wherein

each tote compartment an electrostatic discharge (ESD )
bleedoff post therein .

[0184 ] The present invention is not limited to the precise

construction and compositions disclosed herein . Rather, any
and all modifications, changes, and variations apparent from

the foregoing descriptions are within the scope and spirit of
the invention as defined in the appended claims. Moreover,
the inventive aspects of the present disclosure expressly
include any and all combinations and subcombinations of
the preceding embodiments , elements and features.
What is claimed :
1. A currency processing system comprising :
a housing with a coin input area configured to receive a
batch of coins ;
a plurality of coin receptacles operatively coupled to the
housing, the plurality of coin receptacles including a

coin - recycling receptacle and a coin -depositing recep

tacle ;

a disk - type coin processing unit operatively coupled to the
coin input area and the coin receptacles to transfer
coins therebetween , the coin processing unit including:
a rotatable disk configured to impart motion to a plurality
of the coins , and

a sorting head having a lower surface generally parallel to
and at least partially spaced from the rotatable disk , the
lower surface forming a plurality of shaped regions
configured to guide the coins , under the motion
imparted by the rotatable disk , to a plurality of exit
channels configured to sort and discharge the coins
through a plurality of exit stations; and
an automated coin chute with an input passage coupled to

coin - recycling and coin -depositing output passages, the
automated coin chute including a movable diverter

plate configured to selectively transition between a first
position , whereby coins received from one of the exit
stations of the disk -type coin processing unit by the
input passage are redirected through the coin -recycling
output passage to the coin - recycling receptacle , and a
second position , whereby coins received by the input

passage from the one exit station are redirected through
the coin -depositing output passage to the coin -depos

iting receptacle .
2. The currency processing system of claim 1 ,wherein the
automated coin chute comprises a chute housing defining
therein the input passage , the coin - recycling passage , and
the coin -depositing passage ; wherein the movable diverter
plate is rotatably mounted on a diverter shaft inside of the
chute housing; wherein the automated coin chute further
comprises a motor connected to the diverter shaft , the motor
being selectively actuable to transition the diverter plate
between the first and second positions .
3. A self-service coin processing machine comprising :
a housing with a coin input area configured to receive
coins;
a plurality of coin receptacles removably positioned
inside the housing and configured to receive and store
processed coins, the plurality of coin receptacles
including a plurality of coin -recycling receptacles and
a plurality of coin -depositing receptacles;
a coin processing unit configured to receive coins from
the coin input area , process the coins, and output the
processed coins through coin exit stations;
a plurality of automated coin chutes each having a chute
body defining an input passage coupled to coin -recy
cling and coin -depositing output passages , each of the
automated coin chutes including a movable diverter
plate configured to selectively transition between a first
position , whereby coins received by the input passage
from a respective one of the exit stations are redirected
through the coin -recycling output passage to a respec
tive one of the coin -recycling receptacles , and a second
position , whereby coins received by the input passage
from the respective one of the exit stations are redi
rected through the coin -depositing output passage to a
respective one of the coin -depositing receptacles.
4. The self -service coin processing machine of claim 3,
further comprising a coin -mixing manifold configured to
receive coins processed by the coin processing unit, com
bine the processed coins, and direct the combined coins to
the coin - depositing receptacles .
5. The self- service coin processing machine of claim 3 ,
wherein the coin -recycling receptacles comprises a plurality
of handheld coin totes removably stowed inside the housing .
6. The self-service coin processing machine of claim 5 ,
wherein the handheld coin totes are removably seated inside
a tote drawer, the tote drawer being configured to transition
between a stowed position , whereat the tote drawer is
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disposed at least substantially inside the housing, to an
extracted position , whereat the tote drawer is disposed at
least partially outside the housing such that the coin totes can

be removed therefrom .

7. The self -service coin processing machine of claim 6 ,
wherein the tote drawer includes a base defining a plurality
of tote compartments, each of the tote compartments being
configured to receive therein a base portion of one of the
coin totes.
8. The self -service coin processing machine of claim 5 ,
wherein each of the coin totes includes a first electrical
contact configured to cooperate with a system interface
contact to thereby communicate to a system controller a
signal indicative of a presence of the coin tote in the tote
drawer.
9. The self -service coin processing machine of claim 5 ,
wherein each of the coin totes includes a second electrical

contact configured to cooperate with a system interface
contact to thereby communicate to a system controller a
signal indicating a full coin tote in the tote drawer.
10. The self -service coin processing machine of claim 5 ,
wherein each of the coin totes includes a third electrical
contact configured to cooperate with a system interface
contact to thereby communicate to a system controller a
signal indicating an empty coin tote in the tote drawer.

11. A method of processing and recycling coins, the
method comprising:
receiving a batch of mixed coins in a currency processing
machine comprising a coin processing unit configured
to sort received coins, at least one coin -depositing

receptacle , and a plurality of coin -recycling recep
tacles, each of the coin -recycling receptacles being
associated with a single denomination of coin ;
discharging sorted coins from the coin processing unit
through a plurality of exit stations , each of the exit
stations being associated with a single denomination of
coin ;
receiving coins from each of the exit stations via one of
a plurality of automated coin chutes, each of the
automated coin chutes including a movable diverter
plate configured to selectively transition between a first
position, whereby coins received from the exit station
are directed through a coin -recycling output passage,
and a second position , whereby coins received from the
exit station are directed through a coin -depositing out

put passage ;

discharging coins from the coin -recycling output passage
of each of the automated coin chutes into a respective
one of the coin -recycling receptacles; and
discharging coins from the coin -depositing output pas

sage of each of the automated coin chutes into the at

least one coin - depositing receptacle.

12. The method of claim 11 , wherein each of the auto

mated coin chutes further comprises a motor connected to

the diverter shaft , the motor being selectively actuable to

transition the diverter plate between the first and second
positions.
13. The method of claim 11, wherein the currency pro

cessing machine further comprises a base plate disposed

between the coin processing unit and the coin receptacles,
the base plate defining therethrough coin -recycling and

coin -depositing ports, wherein each of the automated coin
chutes is mounted to the base plate with the coin -recycling
and coin -depositing output passages aligned with the coin
recycling and coin -depositing ports, respectively.

14. The method of claim 11, wherein the currency pro
cessing machine further comprises a coin -mixing manifold
configured to receive coins sorted by the coin processing
unit, recombine the sorted coins , and direct the recombined
coins to the at least one coin - depositing receptacle .
15. The method of claim 14 , wherein the plurality of
automated coin chutes divert coins received from the exit

stations to the at least one coin -depositing receptacle via the
coin -mixing manifold .
16. The method of claim 11, wherein the at least one
coin -depositing receptacle includes first and second coin
bins.

17. The method of claim 11 , wherein the plurality of

coin-recycling receptacles includes a plurality of handheld
coin totes removably mounted inside a housing of the

currency processing machine .

18. The method of claim 17 , wherein the handheld coin

totes are removably mounted to a tote drawer, the tote

drawer being configured transition from a stowed posi
tion , whereat the tote drawer is disposed at least substan
tially inside the housing, to an extracted position , whereat
the tote drawer is disposed at least partially outside the
housing such that the coin totes can be removed therefrom ,
and

wherein the tote drawer includes a base defining a plu
rality of tote compartments, each of the tote compart
ments being configured to receive therein a base por
tion of one of the coin totes.

19. The method of claim 17 , wherein each of the coin totes
includes a first electrical contact, and the housing includes a
second electrical contact configured to cooperate with the
first electrical contact to thereby communicate to a system
controller a signal indicative of a presence of the coin tote
in the tote drawer.

20. The method of claim 17 , wherein each of the coin totes

includes a third electrical contact, and the housing includes
a fourth electrical contact configured to cooperate with the
third electrical contact to thereby communicate to a system
controller a signal indicating a full coin tote in the tote
drawer.

